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LETTER FROM
THE EDITOR
Dear Dosco
In August last year, an ad for Vivo Mobile popped up on
TV. I noted a rather good-looking actor in the ad and it
suddenly dawned on me that I recognized the face. “Hey
everyone,” I said to my family, “That’s a Dosco!”
“No that’s not!” replied my wife. “That’s Ranveer.”
When I met Aditi Joshi (daughter of the witty Mohan
Chandra Joshi, who taught Hindi at Doon) with other
members of the Dosco film fraternity in Delhi, I was sharply
reminded that a Dosco isn’t always male. As a perfect
rejoinder to that misconception, it is a privilege to be able
to highlight some formidable Women Doscos in this issue
– each of whom has run with the wolf packs of their time
to outrun and outpace many of their contemporaries. One
could wax lyrical about breaking free of patriarchies and
old mould thinking, but I shall defer to the women in this
issue, to do so in their own words. From a rising national
football star, daughters of legendary masters, Welhamites
and a leading national microbiologist, to the stories of
Dosco mothers, wives, teachers and even a Women in
Technology Hall-of-Famer, this issue features women
who have all at some stage thought of Doon as home.
A vote of thanks to Raj Kanwar, veteran Dehradun
journalist who came to the rescue in interviewing and
writing a number of stories in this issue. Thank you sir!
In this issue, we have the sad duty of reporting the
news of a well-loved and revolutionary old boy and
headmaster, Gulab Ramchandani who you see on the
cover. From his photographs, Mr Ramchandani is every
bit the headmasterly figure, peering through horn-rimmed
spectacles atop an orderly, brush moustache. In a suit
or sporting the headmaster’s cowl, Mr Ramchandani cut
quite the dashing figure. It is fitting then to complete the
picture of him with the retelling of his accomplishments,
first at Blue Star and then at the Doon School.

Mr Ramchandani is also credited with creating the binds
between School, the DSOBS and the larger old boys’
community. His work resonates beyond Chandbagh, securing
Mr Ramchandani’s place in the firmament of Doon legends.
If you have any memories of Mr Ramchandani from your
school days, please write to me. We have a chance to record
stories of his character in lighter moments, and will do so in
the next issue.
Also in this issue, Ankur Bahl summits Everest in the third
part of that story series and Amarnath Dar continues his
reminiscences of Doon and Scindia.
A moment that stopped me in my tracks was when it
came time to go over a submission I received from a
Dosco last year. I banked his story for the Women Doscos
special as it was a scan of a Welham Girls newsletter that
cryptically outlined the hilarious comportment of Doscos
and Welhamites at a social in 1975. When I checked back
to see who had sent it to me, it was Sanjeev ‘Baba’ Puri
whose obituary I was sad to note, is carried in this issue
too. To think that a Dosco could bookend an issue with
sadness as well as humour is quite the magic trick. But as
far as Doscos go, our penchant for a good story, well-told,
is not unheard of.
And finally some homework for all of you. Please
remember to mail back your school details to the Dosco
Secretariat for the latest edition of the Dosco Register.
A form is included in this issue.
Enjoy the issue.
Govind Dhar
192 T, 1997
therosebowleditor@gmail.com
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Letters to the Editor
Dear Govind,

Dear Sir,

Let me begin by complementing you on
producing a very fine school magazine.

Shiv Kunal Verma in his delightful commentaries
to his splendid paintings, (The Rose Bowl,
January 2017), states that the Indian Cuckoo
says “grow more pekoe.” The Chandbagh
birds of that ilk in the 1950s used to say, “I say,
Kaddu!” Kaddu then being the school nickname
for all Bhargavas. At that time, a poem was
published in The Weekly, a nostalgic one written
by an Old Boy from his English university,
describing himself as “This poor fool, who
thinks, and thinks, and thinks of School” and
enquiring “Do Kaddu birds still break your sleep?
Do prefects in the office peep?” If memory
serves, SP Sahi read it out to his English
class while taking us through Rupert Brook’s
‘Granchester’.

My husband, Arvind Charanjiva who had been
visually challenged for the last 14 years looked
forward to receiving the Rose Bowl before
he passed away in January at the age of 81.
I would read it to him from end to end and
sometimes many times over, if he knew the old
boys in the stories. Arvind was also physically
challenged and in pain and often rued the fact
that he would never be able to visit his alma
mater both in India and England, ever again. He
had started dictating a piece for the Rose Bowl,
a few months ago, but I never got to send it in
as he was in and out of hospital. He was a very
fine sportsman whose love for tennis, golf and
cricket lived on till the end. Even though he was
visually challenged, he never missed matches on
TV which he could listen to and enjoy.
As for your predecessor, Valentina was a star
in my husband's mind. His interest in The Rose
Bowl was kindled and sustained because of her
and I forget how many times he had wanted
to just pick up the phone and talk to her to
complement her on excellent, objective and
invigorating articles that gave old boys like him
so much to reminisce about. We always put it
off and then she stepped down. Today, I wish to
thank Valentina, on his behalf, for giving him so
much joy in catching up on news about his old
comrades with so much more to look forward to.
Abha Charanjiva
Wife of Arvind Charanjiva 50 J, 1952
4

Yours etc.,
Arijit Chaudhuri 206 J, 1954

Dear Govind
I am saddened by the news of Chiranjiv ‘Chickoo’
Batra’s death. We were contemporaries in
Doon - he was a year junior to me. I last saw
him in 2007 when I stayed with my classmate,
Azam Ariff (141 H, 1944) in Lafayette near
San Francisco. The Rose Bowl published a
photograph at the time. Chickoo and I acted in
Mr Charry's production of Macbeth.
Regards,
SK Mehera 122 K,1944
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Dear Govind,
It was refreshing to read the January 2017
'Nature Special' issue of The Rose Bowl. Many
values taught to us while at Doon with regards
to respecting nature were rekindled. It is good to
know that some of the Old Boys are working so
dedicatedly in the field of nature conservation
and wildlife. In particular, the article by Suniti B
Datta 'Tigers and Chairs' was an eye-opener for
me. The photographs and sketches of the big
cats in the wild and the birds of Chandbagh are
excellent. A thumbs-up to the editorial board for
gradually bringing out diverse content from the
Boys, to us Boys.
Godspeed,
Asheesh Kapur
407 H , 1999

Have you Booked Your Room
for Founder's?
Hotel rooms in Dehradun are reportedly
rarer than a gulab jamun in the CDH.
Please book your rooms for your visit to
Chandbagh this October.

We are aggrieved to report the passing
away of Gulab Ramchandani (225 T,
1942), an old boy and former headmaster
of The Doon School, on April 13th. Our
deepest condolences go out to his family
and friends. An obituary and tributes
follow in this issue.
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OLD BOYS’ NEWS
Malvinder Mohan Singh (136 J, 1990) has been
appointed senior vice president of the Federation
of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry
(FICCI) this year and will take over as president
in 2018. Malvinder is likely the youngest
leader to attain this achievement across
chambers. Further, the Executive Chairman,
Fortis Healthcare and SRL Diagnostics, was
conferred an honorary doctorate in philosophy
from Amity University, UP in December 2016
for his “exceptional vision, deep commitment
to propagation of knowledge, professionalism
and direction in the pursuit of excellence.” Our
heartiest congratulations to Malvinder on this
double-win! Superb!

Malvinder Mohan Singh at his felicitation

Ravi Singhee (256 T, 1991) hosted a sit-down lunch
for the Madras Chapter in his house, in January.
The Calcutta chapter of Old Boys were brought
together by Saurabh Dudhoria (458 J, 2000) to
welcome Mathew Raggett, the new headmaster
at School in December 2016.
Sumeet Verma (276 J, 1998) has recently
relocated from London to Colombo, Sri Lanka
with his wife Rachna and their son Ameya.
Sumeet is a director of human resources
and corporate relations with Unilever, in the
neighbouring country. We wish him and his family
all the best!
6

MARRIAGES
Abir Singhal (4 J, 2002) wed Garima Mehta on
February 28th. Our heartiest congratulations to
the couple! Shabaash.

OBITUARIES
We are deeply grieved to inform you of the passing
away of Bijai Singh (234 H, 1942) on February
21st. Our heartfelt condolences go out to his son
Lakshman Singh (394 H, 1968) and all members of
his family.
We regret to inform you of the passing away of
Vireshwar Dayal Seth (61 K, 1957) on March 22nd this
year. Our heartfelt condolences to his wife Aruna and
all members of his family. Vikram Lal (198 K) had this
to say of him. “He was a soft-spoken and very friendly
person, both during our school years and thereafter.
Many of our class have fond memories of Viresh, and
we will all miss him as we congregate in Dehradun
this Founder's Day for our diamond jubilee."
We are saddened by the news of the passing of Anil
Goil (379 H, 1964) on December 12th, 2016, son of
Sirish Goil (12 H, 1939). He is survived by his wife
Asha Goil, son Nitin and daughter Parul.
We are sad to inform you of the passing away of
Naresh Bareja (5 J, 1968) on April 3rd at about 11pm.
Our heartfelt condolences go out to his wife Gita, son
Karan (337 J, 1999) and daughter Arti.
We are sad to report the loss of the father of Rajnish
Gautam (174 H, 1990) on March 24th.
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For a worthy cause
Project: Indoor Sports Complex
A 1,05,760 sq ft facility to promote athletic participation and fitness
Location: Behind Hyderabad and Kashmir House

Proposed Facilities

Sports and seasonal games are an integral part of The Doon School
experience, providing every boy with lessons unique to sports, fitness,
and competition. To ensure that the training regimen is not interrupted on
account of inclement weather, the school intends to build a Indoor Sports
Complex on campus - the largest project ever undertaken. At a cost of
nearly Rs 40 crores it will house multiple facilities that allow for year round
sport and physical activity.

yy 8 Badminton Courts

The project is currently in the design and planning stage. There are
numerous opportunities for donors to support the project and obtain naming
rights to the various facilities.

yy Gymnasium

yy 2 Basketball Courts
yy 2 Volleyball Courts
yy Futsal
yy Gymnastics
yy 4 Squash Courts
yy Rock Climbing Wall
yy 7 Cricket Pitches
yy Putting Green
yy 3 Golf Nets`
yy 2 Tennis Courts
yy 8 Table Tennis tables
yy 100 m Running Track
yy 2 Dormitories
yy 2 Changing Rooms
yy 3 Multi Purpose
Rooms
yy Health Bar
yy Visitor’s Lounge

Project Cost
(X currencies)

Fundraising requirement

Funds committed
(February, 2017)

Rs 40 crores

Rs 29 crores

Rs 11 crores

$ 6 MM

$ 4.3 MM

$ 1.6 MM

yy Administrative
offices

£4.7 MM

£ 3.4 MM

£1.3 MM

yy Store Rooms

€ 5.5 MM

€ 4 MM

€ 1.5 MM

yy Sports Quadrangle

For more information, contact the Development & Alumni Relations office
+91 135 2526 466 /550 | dar@doonschool.com

yy Housing

yy Swimming + Diving
Pools

Illustrations by Rahoul Bir Singh 312 J, 1992 (RLDA Design)
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A Rose by any Name
Raj Kanwar
In the passing of Mr Gulab Ramchandani on April
13th, we lose not only a distinguished educationist,
but a teacher, mentor and headmaster who is
often remembered for his sense of fair play and
rectitude. As the fifth, and one of the longest
serving headmasters of the Doon School, Mr
Ramchandani is credited with revamping the
school’s educational, financial and administrative
systems, such that Doon retains its place as
one of the best-run educational institutions in
the country. Mr Burrett, Second Master at Doon
said, “Drawing on his experience in the corporate
sector, Mr Gulab Ramchandani gave the Doon
School a strong administration with tight financial
discipline, to the point of frugality.”
In his twilight years, Mr Ramchandani had become
afflicted with Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary
Disease (COPD) that restricted his mobility. He
eventually succumbed to the condition while

8

With Mrs Ratna Ramchandani on holiday

battling cardiac and pulmonary complications
at Max Hospital on the morning of Baisakhi. His
son Vivek was at his bedside. Come December
24th, Mr Ramchandani would have celebrated
his 90th birthday.
Kishore K Lahiri, a former president of Doon
School Old Boys’ Society (DSOBS), described
Mr Ramchandani’s demise as “a terrible loss to
the entire Doon School community.” Jyotsna
Brar, the erstwhile principal of Welham Girls’
School said, “Another Icon has left our valley
and there is a terrible sense of the passing of an
era. His life deserves to be celebrated. I greatly
valued my association with Gulab and Ratna.”
Mr Ramchandani was also at one time, chairman
of Welham Boys’ School. The current chairman,
Darshan Singh, another former president of the
DSOBS said, “Mr Ramchandani was responsible
for introducing a greater degree of involvement in
the Board’s management of the Welham School.”
John Mason, another former headmaster of Doon,
spoke highly of Mr Ramchandani too. “In the
nine years he was the headmaster, Gulab being
an old boy, understood the ethos of the school
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and built a vibrant culture on campus. He was a
highly respected school administrator owing to
his meticulous attention to detail, his scrupulous
integrity and his human touch. Committed to
social causes, particularly in education, Gulab
worked with Mrs Mady Martyn in establishing the
John Martyn Memorial School in Salangaon, in
memory of the legendary former headmaster of
the Doon School.”
In his tribute, Mr Madhav Saraswat, Principal,
Scindia School, highlighted Mr Ramchandani’s
deep involvement with the Round Square – an
international organization for schools – founded
on the principle of service and adventure. As
a coordinator of the Round Square in India,
Mr Ramchandani brought a number of schools
into its orbit.

Basking in the winter sun

Mr Ramchandani was a true karamyogi, if ever
there was one. He began his career in 1946 as a
management trainee with Blue Star. As a member
of management, he became a key contributor
to the remarkable growth and diversification of
the company, serving over 33 years. He took
premature retirement in 1979 as its executive
director in response to a strong appeal from the
Board of Governors of The Doon School to help
secure the future of his alma mater, as its first ‘Old
Boy’ headmaster. The rest is history.
Not one to sit on his laurels, Gulab began his third
innings after his tenure at Doon, as a consultant.
As an educator on a crusade for child-friendliness
and quality in schools, he established the country’s
first successful school planning and systems
consultancy practice that led the establishment
and commissioning of over twenty notable
contemporary schools. Offering consultancy
services on a wide range of institutional planning
and management matters, Gulab was widely
respected, and frequently consulted ‘edu-preneurs’
and school managers until he finally retired
in 2010.
Gulab loved the sylvan environs of the Doon
Valley and the peace of the beautiful garden
home he and Ratna created in Jhajra. A kind,
compassionate and caring human being, he was
loved universally by all who came within his ambit
and made an exceptional and charming host for all
his frequent visitors.

His early life
Born in Hyderabad Sindh (now Pakistan), the son
of an army surgeon, Gulab Ramchandani enrolled
at The Doon School in 1937 and went on to earn
a bachelor’s degree (botany, zoology, chemistry)
and played hockey for Lucknow University. He
courted Ratna for six years before a marriage that
spanned 59 blissful years. Ratna passed away in
an unfortunate road accident in 2011.
9
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Gulab’s Humane
Touch
Philip Burrett,

Second Master, The Doon School
I was a 30-something-teacher who had had
enough of Delhi when Gulab hired me to teach at
The Doon School. In his characteristic style, he
took me for a walk around the campus and when
we returned to the porch, he asked, “So when
would you like to join?”
“Am I not going to be interviewed,” I asked
somewhat surprised, clutching my file of
documents and certificates. “You have already
been,” he responded, peering at me over his thickrimmed glasses. He had that uncanny knack
to put the junior most teacher and even ground
mali at ease.

solitude. He often worked late into the night, and
prefects and seniors often spoke of the coffee and
meetings with the HM well past midnight.
His sartorial elegance was an example for all
us young teachers. He favoured pinstriped
shirts, maroon ties and dark trousers of the
true corporate CEO that he was. I often got the
impression that he ran the school like his Blue Star
office. I also knew he was hell-bent upon bringing
about a degree of financial discipline and frugality
in the School, and once he sidled up to me after
a Chambers to inform me that the bills I had
submitted after a day’s outing with the boys did
not balance and that I was 10 rupees short.
Gulab always encouraged me to involve my family
in all I did. He asked if I was taking my wife on a
mid-term trek and if my young son, Justin saw the
exciting inter-house soccer match. He wanted the
school to be a large community of boys and adults
living and sharing their lives.
There were many times in the early days I could
have left Doon for greener pastures, but one
incident explains why I might have stayed so long.

I was too junior and too busy in the Golden Jubilee
year to really get near the headmaster; and Gulab
was a very private man, but there are some things
that even I figured out about this wonderful man.
He worked harder than anybody else at School and
often withdrew to a secret hideout when he sought
10

It was a terrible night. An electrical storm raged
outside and the campus was plunged in complete
darkness. In those days of the early ‘80s, there
were no generators and power often took weeks
to be restored. Suddenly, there was a tap on the
door, and there stood Gulab in the pouring rain
with umbrella in one hand and some candles
in the other. He had worried that a new teacher
with a young child, used to life in Delhi might find
these conditions depressing and had come to
reach out to us. That was the type of man my
headmaster was.
Equally loved by staff, boys and support staff,
he was always welcomed with great excitement
whenever he visited school on Round Square
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or other business in the years after he retired.
The mark of his greatness was shown with the
respectful way he treated all kinds of people. Gulab
was a hard task master but he had a heart of gold.
Often, he would scream at us and let us know
what had made him mad, only to apologize later in
public at the next staff meeting.

First, it was the successful manner in which he
celebrated School’s Golden Jubilee in 1985 where
he invited Rajiv Gandhi, an old boy and then, prime
minister of India, as the chief guest.

While Gulab took the many tragedies in life with his
characteristic stoicism, he continued to live life to
the fullest – working on one project after the other
with the zeal of a young man even as he sagged at
the knees. For me, Gulab will always be a role model
of efficiency, dedication, warmth and strength.
The Doon School has always had the wisdom to
have the best Headmaster the school has needed
for the moment, and Gulab was just the right
choice in the ‘80s as he steered the school into the
‘90s and left the school is fine fettle for succeeding
headmasters to follow.
May his soul rest in eternal peace.

What Gulab Did
Kishore K Lahiri
30 K, 1974

It is my misfortune that Mr Gulab Ramchandani
became the headmaster five years after I left
School and therefore I did not have the privilege
of knowing him well. I was in School when CJ
Miller was the headmaster, after whom Colonel
Eric Simeon took over. As far as I am concerned,
he was the first Old Boy headmaster of The Doon
School after stalwarts like Mr Foot, Mr Martyn, Mr
Miller and Colonel Simeon. However, Gulab held
his head as high, and was as tall in stature as any
of his predecessors. Three things stand out in my
memory about Gulab Ramchandani.

Second, the manner in which he had relied on the
Doon School Old Boys’ Society for the successful
organizing of the Golden Jubilee celebrations. It
was during his tenure and during the run up to
the Golden Jubilee that the relationship between
the School and the Doon School Old Boys’ Society
received a fillip and reached a new high. Enthused
by Gulab’s love and affection for the Old Boys and
the DSOBS, it was the DSOBS that rallied to his
clarion call for help in fundraising for the Golden
Jubilee and did whatever they could to contribute to
make the Golden Jubilee a success. It was at that
time that the Secretariat of the DSOBS shifted to
Delhi to enable the Society to become more active
and raise funds as they had never done before.
Third, during his tenure, School was going
through immense financial hardship. Gulab in his
twin avatars as headmaster and old boy used
his incredible popularity and goodwill to raise
funds for the School. He called on the Old Boy
community in all corners of the world to put the
School’s finances on an even keel. It was then that
a trend of School authorities and the Old Boys’
Society connecting and remaining connected with
its alumni all over the world really started.
11
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45 Years Hence
Vivek Bammi
362 H, 1971

As the plane touched down in Dehradun, and the
Shatabdi trundled into the station, the spirit of
remembrance and celebration for the class of 1971
was set in motion. Big M, named after Mela Ram
(perhaps because of an uncanny resemblance or
because of a similar penchant for double takes)
drove me around the gorgeous grounds of the
FRI, the genetic ancestor of The Doon School.
Everything seemed changed in the 45 years since
our absence, but yet nothing had changed either.
The exhilarating setting for our reunion remained
as lush and enticing as ever, confirmed by the whiff
of Himalayan air as we congregated at Mussoorie,
our treasured getaway on mid-terms and breaking
bounds expeditions.

With considerable intakes of delectable cuisine, and
a vast array of libations, supremely commandeered
by Jags, we were soon drawn into the realm of
memory and journey. Each of us had stepped on a
path with divergent destinations, some partaking
of a global odyssey and others preferring comfort
circles closer to home. The ladies added a sense
of completion to a missing element in Dosco life,
besides exhibiting much greater vitality and zing on
the dance floor, as compared to their leaden-footed
and geriatric partners.
12

The Ladies at Landour

What is it that bound this disparate group together?
We had been fierce competitors at school, jostling
for academic and sporting recognition, for house
glory, for the privileges of prefect-hood and the
pleasures of meting out punishment to erring
juniors. All this had now transformed into enduring
bonhomie and camaraderie. An indefinable thread,
first floated in the pristine Chandbagh air, had
woven itself indelibly into every soul and heart. We
had deepened, loved and grieved, comforted and
humoured and celebrated each other. We were

The Batch of 71 and wives
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also all hopelessly out of breath as we huffed and
staggered our way up the hill at Rockeby - the early
morning PT lessons a forgotten and distant echo.

The party in full swing!

K House gang

That beautiful October afternoon at Chandbagh
had turned from remembrance to renewal. We
were still energetic and impish, even if in short
bursts. We were only five years away from our
golden bash. Dosco was ours again!

The new headmaster hosted lunch at the campus,
which appeared sylvan and sparkling in the
absence of the boys who were on mid-term. We
were stunned by the quality of food, a far cry from
our spartan fare at the CDH – but perhaps that was
the secret of the lean and hungry look that raised
our sympathies for Cassius in “Julius Caesar”,
making us ever ready for a tuck raid and Kwal toff
feasts. There was time, too, for one more ‘hera’,
as a few ‘despys’ in our group decided to toll the
school bell at the risk of a yellow card, two changes
in break, and four rounds at first bell.

H house gang

J House gang

T House gang

13
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OBITUARIES

Poetry in Motion

Arshad ‘Sufi’ Rashid 233 K, 1954
Abhay Singh
118 T, 1954

Sufis are tolerant, compassionate, poetic and
graceful. Sufi Rashid had all these qualities as well
as elegance and charm.
I had the fortune of being with Sufi at Welham Boys
and then at Doon. Sufi showed early signs of being
a good sportsman. With him, I was also chosen to
be with the Colts where we were coached by Holdy
in cricket and soccer, and Jo (Joshi) in hockey. As
we grew, we represented school in all major sports
and travelled together to YPS Patiala and Aitchison,
Lahore. We were on the same team when we were
playing for School but playing for our houses was
a totally different ball game. In cricket, I plotted to
get him out cheaply. And in soccer and hockey I
tried to get past him as a centre half. After college,
Sufi joined James Finlay (later to become Tata Tea)
in Munnar, Kerala where
he won Club Squash and
Tennis championships
many a time. He was also
a good horseman and
along with Samar Singh
and Khalid Baig took part in
Gymkhana races in Madras
and showjumping meets
in Munnar.
Beyond his sporting legacy, he left behind in Munnar
a reputation of being a thorough gentleman and was
also a very popular tea planter. He was different from
others as his idea of fun was to have his friends and
assistants over for a bonfire rather than indulge in
boisterous drinking at the club. My son Nirbhay was
posted in Munnar with Tata Tea. On my very first visit
there, when I mentioned that I was a friend of Sufi’s, I
14

was given a lot of respect and admiration.
To Bhanu and his daughter what can one say to
lessen the anguish at their heart-wrenching loss. Sufi
had a very good innings and in this hour of terrible
loss, there's also the joy of having known such a
complete man.

Rugged Rugger
Hamish Alldridge

Sufi’s passing brought back my own memories of
Arshad during my time in Kerala in the 1960s, and the
all too brief acquaintance with the man. Sufi was an
exceptional sportsman, of that there was no doubt.
I could not match him in any of the racquet sports
- squash or tennis, and I was always profoundly
grateful that he was on our side in the various cricket
matches we played for the High Range. He was an
elegant and fluent batsman. A crafty slow bowler, and
a safe fielder, albeit one who preferred not to chase
opposition shots too far into the deep field! It was in
rugby that I admired Arshad most - a game imported
to India by hooligans from Britain, but one at which
many Indians excelled. Sufi played somewhere in the
scrum, and toiled relentlessly, thwarting opponents
and adeptly ‘getting in the way’. His finest moment
came against Madras, in a game in which we were
coping well with a strong opposition. We created
some space, and broke up-field.
The backs took the ball on but we were running out
of support as the defense closed us down. Turning
inside I saw Kuttu Datta steaming up on my right,
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pursued by Sufi at full pelt!
Where he came from, I
have no idea, but there he
was! I slipped the ball to
Kuttu, who drew the full
back and then passed to
Sufi, who crashed over for
a try! We won the game
and I have always held that
memory of A Rashid and
his moment of glory.
Sufi also accompanied me on a boundary trek,
amidst the jungles below Rajamally, on a two-day
mission to check encroachments on the Company’s
boundaries. We camped on a rock in the middle of a
river, and found the spot so idyllic that under Sufi’s
insistence we stayed another day, fishing and lazing
around, all on Company time!
I will always remember Sufi for his gentlemanly
behaviour at all times, his engaging conversation on
a range of subjects, his sportsmanship and sporting
prowess, his style - he wore a white silk scarf during
our boundary trek - and his enduring loyalty as a friend.
May God bless him.

Style Personified
How rare must it that a schoolboy be endowed
with the sort of languid elegance that Sufi carried
- in his walk, his talk, or a cover drive, he was style
personified. Never mind that very often the ball
would escape his bat and hit the wickets to Holdy’s
constant frustration. The follow through would be
administered to perfection.
We were members of the School cricket teams of 195456 and Holdy thought that the team of 1956 was one of
the better ones produced by School. In all three years,
Sufi always opened the batting and made opposing
bowlers look ordinary. He would score 20s and 30s
with some regularity but always found a way of getting
himself out. You wondered whether he just got bored
with the easy runs to be had.

He took the same ease and grace to the tea hills
of Munnar and became a bit of a legend there. We
thought he had defeated his illness two years ago
but it was not to be.
Rest in peace Arshad.

Rajbir Singh 4 H, 1956
Abhay Singh
118 T, 1954

Zindagi ka kafila chalta gaya
Dost ek ke baad ek chhoote gaye.
This is the second time
within a month that I have
had to write about two
friends of mine, passing.
First Sufi Rashid and now
Rajbir Singh. These two
gents were similar in a
lot of ways. Both had the
three major games, and
squash colours. They were
gentlemen to their fingertips – charming, elegant and
affectionate. Rajbir would have got a double with a
Scholars’ Blazer too as he was quite good at studies.
He had a remarkable gift of a ghazal singer’s voice
and when he liked singing, we often asked him to
sing Ghalib’s songs. Rajbir lived a full and varied life,
starting his work life as a teacher at Doon, then a
brief stint with Andrew Yule, finally ending up with a
tea-broking firm, Carritt Moran. There he had Dosco
company in Amarjeet Singh
and Kamal Bhagat. In Meena
he had an extremely kind,
considerate and charming
wife. I never saw her flustered
or angry as she was always
smiling. And what parties –
joy, laughter, joking, pulling
each other’s legs. He really
was, a complete man.
15
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OBITUARY

Sanjive Rai ‘Baba’ Puri
208 K, 1975
A loving brother,
a loving son and
a loving father
Baba was always
ready to lend a
helping hand.
He passed away
in Calcutta on
the evening of
January 22nd.
His infectious
laugh, thirst
for knowledge,
February 16, 1959 - January 22, 2017 kind disposition
and fervour for
life will be sorely missed by everyone he came in
contact with. Baba, was a passionate foodie and
dining out with him was a treat as he knew the
best places to visit for the very best gastronomic
delights. His warm laughter filled the room. His
zeal and passion for travel made him a fantastic
storyteller. Baba is survived by his wife, Maya
Puri, his son Rahil Rai Puri (193 J, 2009) and his
daughter Diya Puri.

Echoes of the Past
My memories of Baba are of a person full of
generosity – through school, college and after.
He was a true friend when I really needed one in
School and we maintained our friendship through
the years. During my college days, his home
in Chanakyapuri was open to all and on many
weekends, it was my refuge. Baba loved road trips
and he would often recount his experiences of
driving on the German Autobahn.

Ashish Das (412 K, 1975), Anil Mehra (276 K, 1975) Rahul
Akerkar (412 K, 1975), Sanjive Rai Puri

You will be sorely missed Baba. The memory of
you will continue to live on amongst all of us. You
are finally free and we will meet again one day.
Cheers brother.
Karam K Puri 655 K, 1995 and the entire Puri
family. Satinder K. Puri (49 K, 1952), Ratindra
K Puri (334 K, 1964), Rajiv K Puri (331 K, 1968),
Dhruv Puri (141 K, 1985), Viraj K Puri (334 K, 1999)
and Kanak K Puri (331 K, 2004).
The back of the swimming photograph shown above
16
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every time I visited India and we would continue as
if time had not passed. In 2011 when I visited India
with the family, Baba made all the arrangements
with a local travel agent and was adamant that we
stay at his house in Jaipur even though he would
not be there. I last met Baba in April 2016 and we
spent the afternoon at the Delhi Gymkhana and
then at his home. Little did I realize that that was
the last time I would see him.

At a batch get together

After college, I moved to the US and met Baba
there too, on his insistence. I would meet Baba

On my recent trip to India in December 2016, we
exchanged messages but could not meet. Words
cannot express the sadness I feel. May he rest in
peace on this final road trip.
Rakesh ‘Raklu’ Gupta (383 J, 1975)

Are you listed in the new
Dosco Record?
Dear DOSCO
We are in the process of collecting
and updating data for the next
edition of the Dosco Record. Please
do co-operate with us and update
your contact and other details by
filling up the Dosco Record Form,
available with this issue of the Rose
Bowl. The completed forms may
be submitted via email or sent by
courier to the Secretariat (address
on the back cover of this issue),
else they may be submitted to your
class representative.
17
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ARISTOCRACY OF SERVICE

Ashutosh Goyal
392 K 1986

These oft-quoted words from our first headmaster
Arthur Foot’s inaugural speech on October 27th,
1935 echo in every Dosco’s mind.
“Truly, we mean that the boys should leave The
Doon School as members of an aristocracy, but it
must be an aristocracy of service inspired by the
ideals of unselfishness, not one of privilege, wealth
or position.”

Volunteers, Arun Kapur and Pepe Dugal distribute food

It was with such intent that Doon was conceived.
These values have been nurtured for over 80 years
in generations of Doscos who pass through School’s
brick and mortar portals.
It is this very ethos that has inspired the current
Executive Committee, led by President Jaswinder
Singh Bull and VP Rahul Kohli to chart out a road
map for steering the DSOBS in the next few years.
The start was made by setting up the Milestones
Sub-Committee.
Partnering with Delhi Langar Seva Samiti (DLSS)
was a step taken by President Jaswinder Singh Bull,
to carry the legacy of serving the community and
society at large.
18

The DLSS has been providing free ‘langar’ to
thousands of poor people who converge on Delhi to
avail medical treatment at government run hospitals
like AIIMS and Safdarjung hospitals. These poor
people and their families have only the pavement
for shelter, while they await treatment. Besides the
vagaries of weather, few are able to afford food
from roadside eateries. Mr Gurvinder Dhingra, a
Delhi resident, saw the plight of such people and
conceived the idea of providing them one wholesome
meal a day. That is how DLSS came into being.
Today DLSS feeds around 1000 to 1200 people every
day. A dedicated group of volunteers lends a helping
hand in cooking and feeding these people. A fixed
menu of dal, chapatti and halwa is served along with
a glass of water a small packet of glucose biscuits.
All this is provided ‘free of cost’ to beneficiaries.
Moreover, volunteers first sanitize the area they
serve langar in. At the end of the meal, volunteers
also ensure that they leave the place totally clean by
guiding beneficiaries to dispose of their plates in bins
rather than on the road.
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The President performing seva

Inspired by this public service being accorded to
the needy, DSOBS picked up the baton and has
joined hands with the DLSS. The partnership was
kicked off on January 19th, 2017 outside the AIIMS
Metro Station on Aurobindo Marg. A grand total of
1093 people were fed on day one. Several Doscos
participated in this project, including Darshan Singh
(90 T, 1962) and Gunmala Singh, Dilsher S Virk (140
K, 1959), Arun Kapur (57 J, 1958), Sumantra Nag
(40 K, 1961), Sunil ‘Melly’ Gupta (562 H, 1980), Vishal
Sinha (206 H, 1984), Jaswinder Singh Bull (344 J,
1986) and Gitanjali J Singh, Navin Beri (411 J, 1986),
Kush Kamal Sharma (415 T, 1987), Nikhil Bathla (431
T, 1986), Sorabh Jain (330 J, 1985), Sameer Mehra
(133 T, 1990), Prithipal ‘Peppy’ S Dugal (588 T, 1980),
Sheel K Sharma (345 K, 1964) and Ashutosh Goyal
(392 K, 1986).
It costs approximately INR 25,000 to hold a langar.
We request Doscos to come forward and support
this initiative as generously as possible. Further,

Doscos and family members are welcome to offer a
couple of hours to volunteer or participate in helping
feed the needy. When you participate in our langar
seva, you will carry a sense of fulfillment of having
utilized your precious time in helping people in
need. Please contact the Secretariat of the DSOBS
(contacts on the back cover of the Rose Bowl) for
more details.

DSOBS volunteers with members of the Delhi Langar Seva
Society. Gurvinder (Bicky) Dhingra is third from the right.
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Golf, A Reunion and the new
HM in Kolkata
Saurabh Dudhoria
458 J, 2000

The evening reunion was well attended by Doscos
despite everyone’s busy social schedules. Our Vice
President, Rahul Kohli came in from Delhi to lend
support to the event. From libations to live music, the
highlight of the party was Tilak Mehera’s air-guitaring
right in front of the band.

Shekhar Swarup (165J, 2004) looks on as Akhil Kochhar
(461H, 2000) fires (read shanks) a drive

December turned out to be eventful for Doscos in
Kolkata. The success of the DSOBS Golf meet in
Delhi prompted us to have one in Kolkata as well.
The historic Royal Calcutta Golf Club was selected as
the venue for the golf and the reunion thereafter on
December 2nd.
Being an inaugural golf meet, participation was lower
than expected but encouragement came in the form
of Nalin Khanna, Varun Chadha, Akhil Kochhar and
Shekhar Swarup, all of whom made the effort to come
in from the capital to conquer the greens of the city.
Thanks are due to Nikhil Narain, Ranjan Bhalla, Sheel
Sharma, Karna “Koko” Parikh and Abhenav Khettry for
all the giveaways and prizes.
The results were as follows:
Winner (gross): Nikhil Poddar (34H 1996)
Winner (nett): Nikhil Agarwal (490O 2006)
Runners-up (nett): Aditya Bajoria (108H 1973)
Scores shall not be disclosed to avoid embarrassment
for all participants. Evidently, Doscos meeting after
many years and playing golf results in high scores!
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PK Nair, Yash Agarwal (103O, 2013), Abhyuday Prashad
(569H, 2001), Anshuman Prakash (239K, 1991), Sourangshu
Mohan Dev (637T, 1996), Saurabh Dudhoria (458J, 2000),
Philip Burrett, Tilak Mehera (872K, 1982), Saroj Mehera
(122K, 1946), Sanjeev Mehera, Rishabh Kothari (118O,
2013), Prosun Goswami (1T, 1953), HM Matthew Raggett

Ten days later, the new headmaster, Mr Ragget,
Mr Burrett and Mr Nair were in Kolkata to conduct
interviews. Not only did it give Doscos the
opportunity to meet the new head of our institution,
it provided for some confessions of their sins from
their time in school. We met at the Saturday Club.
A few things emerged from the night – Mr Nair is
far more fun-loving than we thought, Mr Burrett has
always underestimated his capacity for beer and
Mr Raggett, after hearing said confessions, has not
turned in his resignation. Confident that School is in
good hands, we wish them all the best.
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Nalin Khanna (563H, 1980), Rahul Kohli (1975)
and Sudhir Prakash (283K, 1965) in conversation

Sanjeev “Addu” Advani (462J, 1975), Rahul Sahaya
(360K, 1986) and Sanjiv Sahaya (468K, 1975)

Aditya Bajoria (108H, 1973) and Saroj Mehera
(122K, 1946)

Abhenav Khettry (159J, 2003), Sharan Chauhan (530O,
2001), Rajat Kapoor (369J 1999), Akhil Kochhar (461H
2000) and Varun Chadha (451H, 2000)

Tilak Mehera (872K, 1982) and the Band

Sharan Chauhan (530O, 2001) and Varun Chadha
(451H, 2000)

Kabir Mansata (217J, 2003), Sanjeev Advani (462J, 1975), Anil Garg (269J, 1976), Sanat Garg (40J, 2014), Sharan Chauhan (530O, 2001), Vatsal Goenka
(6O, 2014), Ayush Bengani (227H, 2010), Abhenav Khettry (159J, 2003), Akhil Kochhar (461H, 2000), Rahul Kohli (1975), Saurabh Dudhoria (458J, 2000), Yash
Agarwal (103O, 2013), Suyash Bishnoi (50H, 2014), Aditya Bajoria (108H, 1973), Rishabh Kothari (118O, 2013), Prithvi Nath Tagore (528J, 2001)

S. Michael Caleb (901K, 1982) and Sanjeev “Addu”
Advani (462J, 1975)

Kanak Puri (331K, 2004), Varun Chadha (451H,
2000) and Akhil Kochhar (461H, 2000)

Saroj Mehera (122K, 1946), Philip Burrett, Prosun
Goswami (1T, 1953), HM Matthew Raggett
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Tiger Pataudi Memorial Cup
Donny Singh
878 T, 1982

The annual Pataudi Memorial
Cricket match was held
on January 5th this year
coinciding with the great
man’s birthday. This match
is played every year between
the Combined Public Schools
XI and the Oxbridge XI. The
match has been sponsored by
the Pataudi family, Sharmila
Tagore and Soha Ali Khan.
Like last year, the Combined
Public Schools XI was
led by me. The team
Four Doscos played for the Combined Public Schools XI: Standing from the left - Donny
included Doscos, Mayoites,
Singh (878 T, 1982) second, Asheet Lanba (528 T, 1987) sixth, Sandeep Vij (941 K, 1982)
seventh and Raghav Mallik (133 K, 1984) sitting first from the right
Sanawarians, Dalians and
Welhamites. The Oxbridge XI
was also led by a Dosco - Samridh Agarwal (2009). In a high scoring game the Combined Public
Schools XI came out victorious.
His team also had a few Doscos and Welhamites.

Both the teams with Mrs Sharmila Tagore and her daughter Soha Ali Khan prior to the start of the game
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Chandigarh Alumni Golf
Invitational
Jai Indar Singh Chopra
(601 T, 1995)

The second edition of the Chandigarh Alumni
Golf Invitational (CAGI) was held on the February
24th at the Chandigarh Golf Club. The teams that
participated were from The Doon School, Dehradun,
Lawrence School, Sanawar, Bishop Cotton School,
Shimla, Welham Boys’ School, Dehradun and Mayo
College, Ajmer.
The Doon School was represented by Ranjit Singh
(115 J, 1968), Gurpreet Singh (325 TA, 1975), Dalip
Singh Kang (460 TA, 2006), Himmat Singh (139 TA,
2009) Ravijit Singh Dillon (372 JA, 1992), Jyotinder
Chima (4 K, 1983), Ravibir Singh (19 K, 1983),
Col Ajaytaj Singh (353 J, 1970), Jayatendra Singh
(416 KA, 1987), Shamsher Singh (434 T, 2006),
Gurinderjit Singh (560 HB, 1980), Jaspreet Singh
(285 TA, 1975), Col Rastogi (125 TB, 1972), Akrit Soni
(5 T, 2008), Jaiveer Singh (528 H, 2007), Savinder
Singh (323 KB, 1975).
The Alumni of Bishop Cotton School, Shimla,

emerged as champions with 131 points. BCS
Shimla’s winning title came as a result of the
Stableford Double Peoria system of handicap. The
Doon School came runners-up with 127 points.
Jayatendra, Himmat Singh and Col Rastogi scored
32 points apiece and Ranjit Singh scored 31 points.
The Chief Guest His Excellency VP Singh Bandnore,
Governor of Punjab and UT Administrator distributed
the prizes to the winners. Among the prominent
guests for dinner were Capt. Amarinder Singh, Chief
Minister of Punjab (45 T, 1959), Manpreet Badal (T,
1981), Finance Minister of Punjab and a host of Old
Boys with their better halves.
A special mention to Jaspreet Singh, Akrit Soni and
Jaiveer Singh who drove down especially from Delhi
to represent The Doon School Old Boys’ Team.
For more information please have a look at our
Website www.cagi.co.in and register for next year.
Go Dosco!

Capt Amrinder Singh and the Chief Guest His Excellency VP Singh Bandnore, Governor of Punjab and UT Administrator at the prize distribution
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A Dosco on Everest – Part III
Ankur Bahl
193 J, 1976

We woke up on the 17th
morning with fierce
winds and blizzard like
conditions, snow blowing
across the Lhotse face.
The weather was still
expected to be favourable
on the following two
days so we clambered
out of our camp with full
gear and faced the wrath
of the gods towards
the south col - the final
camp before the summit.
The blustery conditions
Climbers on the yellow band about 25000 ft on the Lhotse face on the way to South Col
caused an eight-hour
(Camp 4) at 26000 ft
climb to become nearly
was the highest altitude I had ever climbed and
twelve hours, with the quickest of us reaching at
yet, it didn’t seem so terrifying. After lots of warm
1700hrs that day. I reached soon after, but several
fluids and a quick freeze dried meal I fell asleep in
members of our team limped in at night at around
my sleeping bag, wearing a damp down suit and
2200hrs, one without a flashlight. Conan brought
with my oxygen bottle set at one litre per minute.
up the rear and was not too chuffed about the
That was just enough to keep me comfortable. But
predicament he found himself in. My years spent at
my night was anything but that. The base of the
sea in inclement weather had helped me that day
tent site was very uneven and I ended up wedged
as I was not too bothered by the gale force winds,
on one side in a deep trough. We could not go for
having faced them throughout my career. I was
the summit that night as was the plan because of
well-covered, and I kept a steady eye on my oxygen
a very long day and fierce winds which still blew
levels, adjusting where necessary. We crossed the
across the South Col.
slippery rockband, switched our oxygen bottles for
fresh ones and aimed for the daunting Geneva Spur
It was a bright and sunny morning on May 18th.
at 7500m, which consisted of steep sections of
Daylight revealed the South Col to be the size of
ice and rock, making footholds very difficult to pry
several football fields, but any notional grass was
out of. Brute upper body strength was required and
a mixture of rock, ice and snow. We were all well
that too on an extremely tough day, at an extremely
rested but it was still brutally cold and for the first
high altitude. We found the tent at the South Col
time during the expedition I had to relieve myself in
welcoming. Despite being utterly fatigued, we were
the vestibule. We could see the imposing triangular
in high spirits. We had spent the better part of the
face of Everest in front of us and Lhotse behind us
day in temperatures close to below 30 if you count
above the South Col. That day was spent relaxing,
the wind chill factor and had finally reached the
drying out gear and walking about the Col with an
Death Zone, which starts upwards of 8000m. This
24
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oxygen cylinder much like astronauts on the moon.
The weather forecast was very positive for the night
that lay ahead of us. We were introduced to our
summit Sherpas, some of whom had been involved
in fixing the route all the way to the summit. Each of
us would be assigned two Sherpas for the summit
night, primarily to carry our spare oxygen bottles so
that we could breathe at four litres per minute. We
estimated that we would need five bottles for the
summit day.
After repeatedly checking our gear, we bedded
down for a few hours of sleep. Then it was on for
the summit push.
That evening, as I lay sleepless, waiting for the
wake-up call, my mind was awash with myriad
thoughts. I was often asked why I climbed and
risked my life on the icy slopes of all these beautiful
mountains. I often contemplated the allure of
accepting the challenge of climbing them. George
Mallory' s famous quote “Because it's there!" did
not satisfy me. I liked to believe that I climbed for
myself, but this too did not satisfy me. As I awoke
and prepared to leave the South Col that night, I

finally realized the reason I wanted to summit. It
was for my school. I could not afford not to summit
because it was important to me to be a Dosco at
the top of Everest. Lawrence School, Sanawar had
put an entire team on the summit in 2013. So, it
was important for me to succeed. What would
the boys in school think if I didn't? What would
the entire Old Boys’ fraternity have to say? What
would my batchmates feel, several of whom who
have been extremely supportive all these years?
Everest was not about me anymore. It was about
Dosco. It had become important to me, to underline
Doon’s legacy in mountain climbing. I was aware
that Hari Dang fell perilously short of the summit
in 1963 and lost all his toes in his quest. Guru as
we affectionately called him, spent six nights at the
South Col without oxygen. And here was I given
the opportunity to make good on these unrequited
desires. To summit.

We left at 2200 hrs that day. It was a beautiful
night, lit by a full moon. I felt within me at first a
body heavily laden with the desperate burden of
wanting to succeed. I found it difficult to get into
my stride. Accompanied by my Sherpas and our
guides, we began following
the long line of headlamps
of other climbers ahead
of us. Putting one step
ahead of the other, we
relentlessly forged forward
and our first stop was
five and a half hours later,
just below the balcony at
8535m. The time seemed
to have flown by and I felt
as if I was in a zone of my
own, effortlessly moving
upwards. We changed
our oxygen bottles for the
first time, fed on caffeine
laden energy gels, gulped
some water and strode
on. Soon enough, the first
light of the morning began
Summit Day: Climbers resting on the "balcony" at the 27300 ft with the magnificent
Makalu (27790 ft) in the background
to emerge. We passed
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standing on top of the world. But soon I realized that
I still had work to do. We still had to get down safely.
80 percent of the accidents and deaths on Everest
occur when climbers are on their way down, usually
having exhausted their reserves and throwing caution
to the wind. Just below the Hillary Step, my Sherpa
and I both slipped, as a small slab of ice gave away
under our feet. We were left hanging on for dear life
on the fixed rope. The mountain gave us a scare and
was not going to make it easy for us to climb down.
We hauled ourselves back on the narrow ridge and
moved on. There was no time to reflect on the neardeath experience we’d just had. The rest of the journey
to the South Col
passed without
incident and I
finally reached my
tent at about 1600
hours that day.
That’s 18 hours of
almost non-stop
climbing. I made
satellite calls to
Sangeeta and my
parents who were
all delighted with
the news about
our summit. I
had to temper
down their elation
because the climb
was not over till
we returned to
The Everest summit ridge (again Makalu 27790 ft in the background). Ankur is one of the climbers
on the ridge just a few feet below the summit
base camp.
several climbers resting at the balcony and were
soon confronted by a massive traffic jam at the
rockband. This vertical section of the climb required
about 20 metres of Jumaring up rock and ice.
Eventually, after a group of climbers and Sherpas
cleared the hold-up caused by a Japanese climber,
we began to climb again and reached the South
Summit from we could see Everest’s knife-edge
ridge leading to the summit. The famed Hillary
Step did not pose a challenge because of excessive
snowfall this year. However, what was unnerving
was the large number of climbers going up and
down the summit ridge, hanging onto the fixed

rope. Most of the climbers were in a hurry and
safety precautions were thrown to the wind. This
was the only part of the expedition throughout my
climb where I was worried because a small mistake
could be disastrous. I did not take any chances and
ensured that I remained clipped in at all times.
We finally reached the summit of Mt. Everest at 1025
hours on May 19th on a partly cloudy and windy
day. Feeling my eyes well-up with a great sense of
achievement, it took a while for me to believe I was
26

The next day we headed down after a quick
breakfast. Over 200 climbers and Sherpas had
summited the previous day, and we were all
compelled to move in a hurry. On the Geneva Spur,
there wasn’t enough time for us to rappel down
and whilst downclimbing with a simple arm wrap I
slipped a few feet, which resulted in what appeared
to be minor injuries to my back and ribs. The rest
of my descent down to Camp 2 was spent in
excruciating pain and I had to slow down to such
an extent that I was the last to reach Camp 2 that
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evening. This turned out to be my most trying day
in the expedition. However, even though I was in a
lot of pain that night I did manage to sleep through
it and woke up next morning feeling much better.
We reached base camp on May 21st and then only
did I consider it a successful climb. It is important
to summit but mandatory to get down alive - an
unwritten rule in the mountains. Seven climbers
would lose their lives on the slopes of the mighty
Sagarmatha this year.
The entire team flew down by helicopter to
Kathmandu on May 22nd. I reached Delhi a couple
of days later to an excited welcome from everyone
and it began to dawn on me that I had actually
climbed Everest. Later that day I was diagnosed
with a slipped disc which although very painful was

a small price to pay for having reached the top of
the world. I still feel that if I were to die tomorrow
it would be as a contented man. The climb would
have not been possible without the undying
support from my wife Sangeeta, our children, my
parents, extended family members, friends and all
the well-wishers in my life. I had a near flawless
expedition and never for a moment felt that I
would not summit. It was as if a following wind of
goodwill had helped me all the way there and back
again. Five years of training and climbing led to the
culmination of a dream, the seeds of which were
sown on a beautiful October day on the way to
Gomukh during a midterm break over four decades
earlier. The Doon School was the spur which had
propelled me to the top of the world. And what’s
more, we had put a Dosco on top!

Thank God! - II
Amarnath Dar
By then, the Doon School had quite an aura for me,
as I’m sure it did for others. Doscos seemed to be
good learners with a sense of independence and
order, and were not at all bothered about what others
were doing or said about them. They hardly spoke
about others.
Scindia v Doon
Scindia was an uncertain option for me in terms of
my career as a school master. Doon was rather vague
because I was unsure as to what to teach there. I
wanted to pursue English as my best teachers at
Scindia had taught me English. I knew that Doon’s
standards of English would be rather high.
Scindia and Doon were intrinsically different from
each other. I told Johnty Driver, the Master at
Wellington on one of his visits to Doon, that Doon was
quite non-Indian. He was amused to hear me refer
to Doon thus. However, Doon was neither British nor

Indian. It was just Doon, and certainly not even that
much oft-bandied moniker ‘the Eton of the East!’
I had also heard from my father that Sudhir Khastagir,
the artist from Scindia, had shifted to Doon at the
invitation of Arthur Foot. The first HM of Doon had
visited Scindia soon after arriving in Doon in 1935.
Even at that young age, I did wonder why no master
from Doon shifted to Scindia. I was told that Foot
had even offered Pearce a housemastership at Doon
but Pearce had declined. Pearce and Foot were quite
different from each other just as Doon and Scindia are.
If Foot started Doon, Scindia was started by Pearce.
The Doon School is a world of its own that can be
understood only by those who have stayed there
long enough. I was lucky enough to be one who had
savoured the Dosco life to the fullest of its variety
and range. This, by virtue of being on the faculty
for over three decades at a time when John Martyn
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and Holdy were still there. I was also part of the
first generation of Indian teachers like Agarwal,
Kapur, Roy and Nair, as also JB and AB on the
administrative staff: All wonderful people! They were
all as different from one another as could be, but
were all wedded to the ethos of the School: nurture
the growing students in their individuality within the
norms of Chandbagh.
Both schools champion completely different
traditions, yet Doon and Scindia have an interesting
connection that I shall elaborate here. Khastagir
had gone from Scindia to Doon followed by Sahi.
Sahi returned to head Scindia and then was himself
succeeded by SD Singh from Doon. SD Singh was
succeeded by me - one born and nurtured at Scindia.
My successor Nirmal Tewari, too, had spent a year at
Doon. Biala shifted from Scindia to Doon and later on
Deepak Sharma, Chatterji and Manu Mehrotra joined
Doon from Scindia.
The origins of Scindia are feudal while the founder
HM of Doon, I am told, had socialistic biases. His
successor, John Martyn had gone to Harrow and
Cambridge. Doon had some staff from England while
Scindia hardly had any except some heads of school
in its early Sardar School days, especially Pearce
who was more an Indian in white skin (even marrying
an Indian girl.) During my entire 18 years there –
from birth to Intermediate – I had only known two
old boys from Scindia to have been accepted on the
staff, for brief tenures each. On the other hand, Doon
has had several Old Boys on the staff, including three
Old Boys as heads: Gulab, Shomie and Kanti.
Just as John Martyn had succeeded Arthur Foot,
I had hoped that Nirmal Tewari, my successor at
Scindia from the staff would make such a mark that
Doon would invite him to head the place. He, too, had
spent a year at Doon. Madhav, the current head of
Scindia is again someone who started his career as a
master at Doon.
I was particularly fortunate that John Martyn, a
true Renaissance man, was still at the helm of the
school when I joined Doon in April 1962. He was
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kind, understanding, non-invasive, non-interfering
and compassionate, and always encouraged us. He
recognized the slightest effort on our part for the
good of the students. In my very first term in 1962,
I had been tempted to accompany Jai Bappa of
Dharangdhara and his friend down the Bhagirathi
on a recent invention of the lilo (rubber) mattress. I
was almost a non-swimmer, yet I agreed. I went to
John Martyn for his permission to undertake this
expedition. He just asked me if I had ‘recced’ the
river. Honestly, I did not understand the word but
just blurted, “No!” He added, “First do it, and then
decide.” Before long, I found that the newspapers
had announced that some Delhi University
students had made the same attempt as we were
about to. They had perished within 45 minutes of
leaving Uttarkashi.
I had often heard as a young boy that Doscos were
snobs. I was once interviewed for the Headship
of Daly College and during the interview Raj Singh
Dungarpur remarked that he found this to be true. I
replied, “That is a matter of opinion.” He continued to
push his point and added, “I find them obnoxious!”
I couldn’t resist correcting him, “Doon is a world of
its own that outsiders cannot understand or are
prejudiced against.” He asked me to elaborate my
point. I went on to narrate how I had recommended
to Gulab, my headmaster then, to throw out two
boys of my house for their indiscretions. Parents
of both these boys arrived to collect their wards.
To my utter surprise, my House Captain, Karan
Bhagat, accompanied by my prefect, Rahul Prasad,
and a monitor, Mukund Prasad, entered my drawing
room. Karan said, “We want to discuss something
important with you if you have time.” After getting
my approval, he started that they all respected the
decision to “throw out” Ravi and ‘Satta’. However, he
wanted my permission to request the Headmaster
to reconsider this decision. They also explained that
he had come as per the request of the prefect and
the monitor. Keeping protocol in mind, he not only did
not hesitate to do so, but also wanted my permission
to lobby the HM. I sanctioned this, but added that I
would not accompany them. Mukund then butted in.
“What will you do if the HM agrees to our request?” I
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confirmed that I would accept both the boys with full
honour. I retorted, “What will you do if the HM does
not agree to your request.” They all agreed that they
too, would honour the HM’s verdict.
After about half an hour, quite unlike himself, Gulab
walked into my residence. He opened, “AD, there
must really be some good in both the defaulters for
a request like this to come from three senior boys.
They explained that both these boys had improved
since they had joined School. If we throw them out at
this stage, they will lose out on all they have gained
so far. We must reconsider our decision.”
I responded, “You can overrule my recommend-ation
and I will not make an issue out of it.”
Both Ravi and Satta stayed on. The latter went on
to win school colours for saving a buffalo calf from
drowning in a canal on a tree-planting exercise in
Raipur. Ravi was appointed School Hockey Captain.
There had been a question about awarding school
colours to Satta in a discussion prior to the event.
Under Shomie Das, the new headmaster, there were
views for and against Satta’s award. I simply posed
one question. “What would we do in the event that it
had been a human child and not that of a buffalo?”
Shomie went on to accept my recommendation.

I explained to Raj Singh that in Doon we respected
our boys. There is dignity and trust in our
interactions such that I had never experienced in
other schools. The staff does not treat the students
with a patronizing attitude, condemns them or labels
them, but involves them in decision-making. There is
not only a school council but some house councils
too. As the housemaster of HA, I had inherited from
RD, a house council with well-maintained minutes.
Captains of different teams not only recorded their
observations on each player and the performance
of the team but also made recommendations for
their successors. The staff made every effort to take
these boys into confidence.
I don’t think that I could convince the Daly College
Board that such a relationship is real education for
leadership for I did not get the job. I was offered
the number two position. Thank God that I did not
get it, for that helped me extend my stay at Doon,
allowing me to learn more about what constitutes
a real education. Doon certainly made us all good
learners. We respected differences of opinion and
implemented the verdict of the chair ungrudgingly.
Ironically, Sumer, a Dosco and my student and
colleague, is today heading Daly College with distinction
and has been doing so for the last ten years.
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What I’ve Learned
Travels in International Relations
Saurabh Naithani
220 K, 1997

I chose a career in International Development
that focused on post-conflict and ‘fragile’ states
because I wanted a line of work that involved
global travel and residencies. This desire was
shaped by my father’s career with the Indian
Foreign Service. By the time I joined Doon, I had
lived in Maputo, Abu Dhabi and Riyadh (through
the first Gulf War in 1991) and was flying home
to Islamabad for the holidays over my S and Sc
forms. So there was an early onset of the travel
bug, fascination with other cultures, and a strong
urge to keep these experiences alive. However,
I’ve learned that all that travel and movement isn’t
always as glamorous as one might think. It is
however, profoundly insightful.

At Babur's tomb Kabul, Afghanistan

Post Doon
I joined the University of London for a Bachelor’s
degree in Human Geography and then secured
a much sought-after – and famously unpaid –
internship with the United Nations Information
Center in London. I remember work really picking
30

Buzkashi in Kabul, Afghanistan

up just days after I joined the office during the
Second Intifada in late-2000: a period of intensified
violence in Palestine. Post-college, Washington DC
was an obvious choice for a masters’ degree as it
allowed proximity to international organizations
and was a great vantage point for overseas
jobs. My graduate school entrance in early
September 2001 was rather eventful and there
was, understandably, a sudden spike in academic
interest in my part of the world.
I got my big break in 2005 with an offer to move
to Kabul, where the international community was
developing a National Development Strategy. I
was in Delhi at that time, having second thoughts
about this career thanks to an uneventful
research position at the World Bank office on
Lodhi Road where I found myself engaged in
repetitive research work versus being out there
making a difference. I joined the office of the Chief
Economic Adviser to the Afghan president as a
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A lot of international concern and aid translated
into amazing work opportunities. I spent three
years in Afghanistan following the initial job offer.

Convoys enroute to Jalalabad, Afghanistan

writer, on their national strategy. This work mostly
involved coordination with the Ministry of CounterNarcotics (which was sandbagged higher and
higher as time went on) and this then led to other
in-country opportunities. Coincidentally, the deputy
minister for counter-narcotics, General Khodaidad,
was an ex-army general who had graduated from
the Indian Military Academy in Dehradun a few
decades previously. Kabul and large parts of the
country - barring the border with their neighbour
on the East - were relatively safe in the mid-2000s.

The country brings to mind various experiences
accompanied by great visuals: Bamiyan with
its cliff-embedded caves that housed Buddhist
pilgrims once upon a time and the famous Buddha
silhouette, remnants of what the Taliban left of the
giant rock carvings; driving along NATO military
convoys on long cross-country road trips; an RPG
fired over our guesthouse; the stunning Lapiz
blue of old mosques in Mazar-e-Sharif; and wild
expat house parties – with our own sub-genre,
Bollywood parties, fuelled by pirated CD mixes
from Peshawar that alternatively showed a fight
scene and a romantic song. I also met my future
wife in Kabul who was working as a public health
professional in the city at that time.
Fast-forward, I went on to work in South Sudan
following its independence from Sudan, and in
Sudan itself. These countries have had their own

Khartoum Sudan Market
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set of intense and unique experiences. I am now
based in Kigali, Rwanda. Between Kabul and Kigali,
we lived in Washington DC for exactly the same
duration as Obama’s presidency: 2008 to 2016. I
am glad not to be in DC post-elections if my liberal
and Democrat friends’ Facebook posts are any
indication. A new era of ‘post-truth’ has arguably
emerged. A standoff between emotions, feelings
and facts I suppose. People are in their own echo
chambers and can access at least 50,000 Google
hits on how they would like to read a particular
situation, a person, or a people. Validation for one’s
own view from an online community commentary
may not be true, but it sure feels good.

residence now. Our year-old daughter is another
growing constant! So relationships and passions
must be nurtured. The stress on my family life is
manageable arguably because my partner is in
the same field, broadly speaking, and works on
international maternal and child health projects.

South Sudan White Nile 2013

Her own story is one of diaspora and resettlement:
a Canadian born in California to parents with their
own origins in East Africa, where their parents in
turn migrated as first-generation Indians. All said
though, it is a pretty exciting proposition to move
countries every few years!
Kigali city... present location

Challenges
I have not felt ‘at home’ pretty much anywhere;
my Doon School years were in fact the longest
time I’d spent in any one country and that was
then surpassed by Washington DC. The people
you encounter socially or professionally, the cities,
the events, all seem to be transitory and it is easy
to become non-committal and detached. I have
in response nurtured certain ’constants’ in my
own life and created space for them: making an
effort to keep in contact with friends from all these
locations; picking up oil-painting (long after my role
as the Doon School Art Secretary) and gradually
working my way to being a commissioned artist;
and, working on my Arabic language proficiency
in order to eventually work in the Middle East
region. I take these things with me to every new
32

What I’ve Learned
Countries with weak institutional capacities,
due to a legacy of civil wars, make any kind of
operational or research work in such environments,
considerably challenging. Poor information systems,
corruption, red tape, lack of coordination between
the government and civil society agencies – all
these become much more pronounced. Patience
goes a long way in this line of work. Also, I am all
for defining - and celebrating - small achievements.
This is an attitude that helps you tick along during
tough times. I have had several work assignments
in situations where I operated within tight deadlines,
zero support, and in very challenging environments
- meetings cancelled, arbitrary visa rules, big egos
and turf wars at government ministries. Additionally,
there is a recurring ‘lack-of-acknowledgmentfor-your-work’ phenomenon one can witness in
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All That Glitters
My career path has been rewarding so far and
very close to my own expectations. My affiliations
are primarily with bigger institutions; international
agencies such as the United Nations and the
World Bank and other well-resourced donor
agencies. These possess a particular charm but
also vast bureaucracies and a level of opaqueness.
There has been an on-going debate for some
time now on the development impact of both
you as an individual in such institutions, and the
institution itself: how have your actions within
large organizations impacted the societies that
need assistance? There is a lot of emphasis on
local solutions, accountability of big agencies, and
on showing tangible benefits for your work.

Kigali Series #1 ‘Enhanced’ by Saurabh Naithani

large international organizations. I have worked
on analytical pieces that were well-received
but then disappeared without any feedback or
validation, or, were subsumed within larger research
projects. It is important to find meaning in what
we do, define what ‘success’ looks like, and allow
yourself satisfaction for a small but meaningful job
well done.

Travels in Darfur Sudan

A piece of
wisdom: We all
– as in, people
in privileged
institutions with
better lives than
many – may have
relatively strong
vantage points
into other peoples’
lives and cultures.
This incites
South Sudan White Nile 2013
complacency and
judgment at times. It is important to force yourself
to understand a situation or event from someone
else’s perspective. Sudan is not South Sudan,
Afghanistan may have the same societal issues
but it is not India, for instance.
It’s been a good run since Doon. The school,
among other things, did help set up a goalsoriented ethic in me. Every semester was to end
with a ‘final’ of some sort: hockey matches and the
cup, exams, personal goals. I admired that aspect
a lot and have set some more goals of my own, as
I now acquaint myself with East Africa.
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WOMEN DOSCO SPECIAL

“The question isn’t who’s going
to let me; it’s who is going to
stop me.”
– Ayn Rand
On paper, the Doon School is exclusively a school for boys. But as we all know, there are exceptions to
the rule, and few can be considered as replete with grace, fortitude and confidence as the rare breed of
the Woman Dosco. In this issue, we shine a light on some of the women who rolled with the punches,
and even threw a few back at the boys, not just in the classroom but on the sportsfield, on stage and
out in the wider world too. Aside from the stories of masters' daughters who had the (mis)fortune of
enrolling with the roguish Dosco, we also have memories from a Dosco wife and mother, a teacher
and a child, who have all thought of Chandbagh, as their home.

A Dosco Hero
Neerja Raman nee Gupta's
Journey in Achievement
Raj Kanwar
With one of the most distinguished careers in
the field of Information and Communications
Technology (ICT) it is no wonder, she became
the first Indian to be inducted in the Women in
Technology International Hall of Fame in 2005.
She told me that “She couldn’t imagine living life
any other way.”
The citation duly recognized her leadership qualities
at Hewlett Packard that helped her team achieve
numerous patents and a significant growth in
business. The judges had then commended
Neerja’s “visionary and result-driven approach
that had created one of the most highly respected
and motivated teams at HP’s Central Research
Laboratories for the company’s innovative camera
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and Inkjet products”. The only other Indian in this
illustrious list is Yellepeddi Padmasree, an Andhra
native, who had won the distinction in 2007.
NEERJA (99 J, 1964) was born in September
1948 to highly accomplished parents in Dehradun
that then was a quaint little town with a sylvan
ambiance. Her mother was a popular teacher
at MKP Girls’ College, and father KC Gupta, a
Chemistry professor at DAV College until he joined
the Doon School. Neerja says, “Our family was
well known and we walked about the town as if we
owned it. My parents were well respected by the
townsfolk and our Kothi on DAV College Road was

Neerja with her family
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a favourite rendezvous for artists and musicians.
My father believed in all things modern. We were
one of the first in the Doon School to buy a car so
my mother could go to her college in comfort at a
time when most women did not even work outside
the home. Amma became the first woman I knew
in all of Dehradun to drive her own car to work,”
Neerja recalls nostalgically.
“The Doon School campus was like a large and
loving family. Without being conscious of it at the
time, I think it was the principal reason that the
girls in the school became best of friends and
supported one another – even those who were not
our age. I remember having played with Prabha
on my knees like I played with my younger sister
Kalpana who was eight years my junior. My Dad and
sculptor Latika’s father BS Sharma shared a love
for gardening, and I used to tag along with them on
their daily walks as they inspected the school estate
and gardens. Since then gardening has become a
central support in my life,” Neerja says.
“As mathematics teacher, Mr OP Malhotra was
a wizard; he had turned me from a no-goodat-maths student into a higher-maths-one. At
Miranda House, I had taken up physical organic
chemistry that eventually got me into computers
and instrument automation in the US and set me
on my career path. Dr Bhatt introduced and taught
Sanskrit that finally inspired me to write a book
on leadership with teachings of the Gita as its
centrepiece. Dr Bhatt was a conscientious, loving
and intellectual teacher. He and my mother often
bonded over books and I used to sit around to
listen to their amazing conversations. Sheel Vohra
was a great friend of Papa’s and would often drop
by our house; I learned a lot from him too. Indeed,
we had a group of stellar teachers, as well as noble
human beings.”
“It was there that I imbibed the ‘I can accomplish
anything’ attitude. Being the only girl in the class

Neerja with her husband Vasan

turned to out be a blessing in disguise. From an
early age, I was not defined by being a girl – more
by what I accomplished. For that reason, I took
teasing from the boys in the spirit of camaraderie:
just what kids do. In fact, I remember successfully
getting back at those boys who would smear ink
on our seats. It was a good learning experience
that later came in handy when I joined Miranda
House where I defined myself in broader terms;
not only by gender.”
For the teenage Neerja, the move from the Doon
School, to Miranda House, Delhi University’s elite
girls’ college, was marked by a perception then that
the girls at the Miranda House were spoilt brats.
Conservative relatives thought that she would lose
interest in studies and fall into unsavoury habits.
However, her father stood by her.
“My father was very forward thinking – way
ahead of his time. He summarily ignored their
consternation. I was at Miranda as a National
Science Talent Scholar from where I successfully
completed my chemistry honours. The all-girls
environment was fun,” Neerja recalls. With the
Doon School training, she got along with all kinds
of students. It was during her final year at Miranda
House that Neerja had secured admission with
full scholarship to a couple of universities in the
US for graduate studies. She chose Stony Brook in
New York.
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The Journey of No Return
“It was a touching send off at Delhi Airport on an
August night in 1970; my entire family was there.
Eyes moist, we hugged one another. It was for
the first time that anyone of our extended family
had ever gone abroad for higher studies. Though
sad, I nonetheless felt a sense of achievement in
whatever I had accomplished. As I bade farewell to
my parents, I noticed a glint of pride in their eyes.
I boarded the flight with a heavy heart without
imagining that it was virtually going to be a journey
of no return,” says Neerja of that fateful night.
IT was at the graduate school there that she learned
about programming. Within the first week of her
arrival, she was handed a program in the form of a
deck of FORTRAN cards that computed an equation
that usually took her a week to solve manually. On
her very first visit to the computer centre, she was
hooked on that new-fangled thing that occupied a
room called a computer. As it turned out, she met
her future husband, Vasan Raman, over a dropped
deck of cards at the Computer Centre, where they
both hung out after classes. Vasan, a graduate of
IIT Kharagpur, had joined Stony Brook in Computer
Science a year earlier.
Stony Brook gave Neerja the opportunity to
combine her love for instruments, chemistry and
programming. At a summer job, she fixed a roomsize NMR instrument that allowed her advisor,
Professor Paul Lauterber, to validate some of
his algorithms (some 25 years later he won the
Nobel prize for his pioneering imaging work)
and she realized that the innovation lies at the
intersection of different disciplines. “I designed my
own career path; I was one of the few people who
knew chemistry, computers and instrumentation,
and that gave me a tremendous competitive
advantage at the workplace but pushing new
concepts is never easy and I see myself as a
risk-taker when I believe in an idea. In this context,
I love to quote the great hockey player Wayne
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Gretzky: ‘You miss one hundred percent of the
shots you don't take.’”
An Orchard of Silicon
Vasan and Neerja moved to California when
Silicon Valley was just an orchard. Initially Vasan
joined Intel Corporation and then went on to form
a series of start-ups in Network Systems. Neerja
jokes that one needs a spreadsheet to keep
track of all the companies that he had founded.
Initially, Neerja worked in small companies and
universities before joining Hewlett Packard where
she achieved much fame during her 25-year long
stay there. She took an early retirement in order
to pursue independent research and focus on
writing. She is currently a distinguished scholar at
Stanford where she is a mentor, and researches
low-cost technological solutions for scaling
education and healthcare.
Neerja has continued to collect awards such like
Woman of Influence by Silicon Valley Business
Journal, Top 50 Asian-Americans in Business by
AABDC and accolades from technical forums, and
is a sought-after speaker and mentor. But she says
that the proudest moments in her life come from
her family and children.
When asked to tell something that most people
may not know, she said “Just a few weeks back,
Vasan and I went skiing with our daughters, sons-in
law and two grandkids: ages ranging between four
to 70 years. I have been a Black Diamond skier for
most of my life and so are my kids. Papa used to
say that to play is as important as to work, so skiing
trips were our play vacations and I have to say he
was right as usual. I can’t even count how many
times he would say: work hard, play hard.”
Raj Kanwar is a veteran journalist and regular
contributor to The Rose Bowl based in Dehradun.
He may be contacted at rkanwar_in@yahoo.co.uk
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A Girl in a Boys’ World
Prabha Sethy nee Malhotra
188 T, 1984

Wafting in and out of my earliest memories are the
words ‘toye time’, ‘chhota hazri’, and ‘change-inbreak.’ At the time, I had no idea that this was not
a totally normal part of life for every other little girl
my age. My sisters had joined Doon in E Form and,
as far as I was concerned, that was the standard
course life would take, beginning for me in the first
term of school in 1977.

The all girls club. Archana Singh (187 H, 1984), Valentina Trivedi
nee Dikshit (708 K, 1981), Vidhu Karolia nee Kunzru (513 T,
1976), Nandita Puri Dhanoa (607 T, 1979), Vandana Prakash nee
Verma (906 T, 1982), Prabha Sethy nee Malhotra (188 T, 1984)

My childhood in the Doon family was, of course,
wholly due to my father, Mr OP Malhotra; in class
as strict a math teacher with me as he was with
everyone else, at home an affectionate father with
traits of a tough housemaster. My sisters and I
saw the disciplinarian in him, at home and in Tata
house. As strict and sincere as he was in his work,
he was also acknowledged to be the fairest. It
was a beautiful journey with him as my father and
teacher, which culminated in him becoming my
best friend.
But friendship with the boys was a whole other
ball game! In the initial years, most boys were very
conscious of the fact that girls were to be avoided,

but with time, they learnt that we were not, after
all, a different species. At some point along the
way, they stretched their hands out in friendship.
In fact, from not wanting to sit with us in the junior
classes, they moved by degrees, to fighting for the
seats next to us girls by the time we were seniors!
We girls saw the transition in the boys from
insecure ten-year-olds who had left home to the
confident, smart seventeen-year-olds ready to face
the world.
Growing up with these boys helped us to
acknowledge them as not that different from
us girls! For this reason, all us girls have always
nurtured strong and healthy friendships with boys.
I remember the Tata house boys coming home
for breakfast on missing it in the CDH and some
seniors coming to our kitchen for omelettes after
toye-time. Food, of course, was a strong motivator
in friendship! I frequently sharpened my baking
skills for some hungry souls after games. Once
my sister and I found a tape recorder at home,
confiscated by my father from Tata house. On
playing it, we were in fits of laughter to hear the
boys imitating our dad! And one Valentine’s Day,
we girls (nine of us) sent slips to some boys. It
was hilarious to see the boys dumbfounded – for
a change they didn't know what hit them!
In games and other activities, being a girl was both
an advantage and a disadvantage. Since we were,
at the most, nine girls in school, and there were
always female roles to be played on stage, we had
a distinct advantage in theatre and music. Play
practices in the Rose Bowl after dinner, with coffee
and buns from the CDH, form a special memory in
my mind. I remember taking part in The Headline,
Tughlaq, Hasan and a lot of other English and
Hindi plays. I played a role in a hilarious Punjabi
play directed by Avinash Singh Alag and directed
an English play myself. I also took part in debating
and elocution – speaking in front of the entire
school helped build my confidence. On the other
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and an American Chop suey, all in 20 rupees!
And then walking back! I have endless beautiful
memories of my childhood. Running around,
cycling, climbing trees and swimming were all part
of growing up on campus. And so, of course, were
Dr Bhatt’s classes in the Rose Bowl and studying
Thomas Hardy with Mr Hensman within the
hallowed halls of the main building.

House Photograph in my final year (1981)

hand, we girls definitely missed out on games –
the only disadvantage of being a girl on campus.
Although we tried, we couldn’t realistically
compete with the boys. Despite this, the Dosco
girl, in my opinion, is especially lucky to be in a
position to absorb all that the school has to offer
along with being able to live at home!
I do feel that the presence of more girls on the
campus could help benefit the boys in similar
ways. There is a lot of learning outside the
classroom too and I think we girls gained from
that, inadvertently. We accepted friendships with
boys as totally natural. And for this reason, we
could deal with problems involving boys with a
level head and understanding. I find we girls have
definitely grown up having learnt to handle life’s
situations in a mature way. School turning co-ed,
in my thoughts, should definitely be explored.
Since we were in a minority, we were like a little
family of our own. The entire campus was our
home. With our own dining table in the CDH,
we certainly took advantage of the bearers’
favouritism and enjoyed hot crisp toast. The boys
enviously looked out for any ‘extra’s on our table,
which we were happy to share! Midterms and treks
were as much a part of our school life as they were
part of the boys’. I particularly remember Vaishali
and I walking down to Kwality’s for a Chow Mein
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Even now, when I cross the Bindal bridge in Dehra
Dun and turn right towards the cantonment, I
feel like I’m going home. When I get to campus, I
always take a deep breath there, for the air fills me
with my childhood. I have loads to thank school
for – I would not have been what I am today if
it wasn’t for all that school offered and that I
absorbed. I’m grateful to school for all I learned
there and for the fact that I can still cherish the
goodly smell of rain on dry ground!

The Art of Height
Raj Kanwar
Latika Katt nee Sharma
260 H, 1966

With each passing year, sculptor Latika Katt has
been growing taller and taller in her professional
stature. She has to her credit some of the tallest
sculptures in the country.
Her career has been one of numerous rewards and
awards. Her works are on display in the collections
of Rajiv Gandhi Foundation, New Delhi’s Lalit Kala
Akademi, National Gallery of Modern Art, Mumbai
and at aesthetic venues in the UK, Finland, Hong
Kong, Egypt, Zimbabwe, Sweden, Canada and
China. Latika’s most cherished trophy was the 4th
Beijing Biennale Award won in 2010.
With life portraits of celebrities such as Swami
Chinmayanand, Padmavibhushan Ramkinkar Baij,
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NS Bendre and Jairam Patel to her name, Latika
has to her credit a bust of the Doon School’s
legendary headmaster John Martyn which was
unfortunately stolen after it won a state award
in Ahmedabad in 1974. Busts of SR Das and Mr
Holdsworth done in bronze, are displayed in the
Doon School compound. Nine busts by her, of
Jawaharlal Nehru adorn various Indian embassies.
13-foot tall sculptures by Latika, of Rajiv Gandhi
have been installed in Mumbai, Jodhpur, Himachal
Pradesh, Delhi, Tamil Nadu, Andaman and Nicobar
Islands, Mauritius and Sydney. Her 20-ft tall statue
of Jawaharlal Nehru in bronze stands at Jawahar
Bhawan in New Delhi.

first piece of sculpture
was a wooden mask
carved from a bulky
sheesham block at BHU.
“Incidentally, my interest
in insect life started
while gardening with my
father. Insects and their
life has since remained
an integral subject for
Bust of JAK Martyn,
most of my marble
headmaster Doon School
(1968)
carving. Micro-level
sensations invariably intrigued me most.”
Latika has the unique distinction of having
participated in over two-score international art,
and solo exhibitions, both in India and abroad.
She is equally at ease with stone carving as metal
and bronze casting. Her wide range extends to
sculpturing with clay, wood Plaster of Paris and
even cow dung.

Latika in Romania

“My father was a great lover of nature, and fond of
gardening too,” she says. Her father Mr BS Sharma
was a much-respected teacher at Doon, and taught
biology for nearly 25 years. “It was at Doon, there
on our lawns that my sculpting instincts took
shape. I started molding unrecognizable figures
from the clay and soil in our flowerbeds. Slowly
but surely those vague figures started taking
shape. I very much loved attending the carpentry
classes. I would voluntarily do the share of work of
my classmate Kamal Nath as well. Mujhe randaa
chalaana acchaa lagta thaa.” No wonder then her

“We were just about five girls in the school and I
was the only one in my class. I felt proud of being
the daughter of a master and was able to hold
my own. Most of the boys were considerate and
courteous but a few were bullies too; yet they
did not intimidate us. All in all, that was a good
learning experience and gave me an extra degree
of confidence that helped me stand on my own
feet and face the world in my later life in a maledominated profession” recalls Latika.
Latika completed her Bachelor of fine art at the
Banaras Hindu University and received a gold
medal to boot. She moved to MS University,
Baroda for her master’s degree in fine art. On a
British Council scholarship, she studied at the
Slade School of Art, London University, has been a
resident scholar at Australia’s Canberra University
and has had the distinction of being an Indian
Council of Social Science Research (ICSSR)
Visiting Scholar in China.
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“My mother too was a
very creative, talented
and hardworking. Even
at 84, she did many
paintings. However, it
was our legendry art
teacher Rathin Mitra
whose inspiration in
those school years
greatly motivated me.
He laid stress on original
ideas and discouraged
Latika's 'Snowscape'
any kind of copying. Mr
sculpture in Delhi, 2016
Mitra had a great faith
in my ability. With my father, he was instrumental
in ensuring that I joined a faculty of fine arts at a
reputed university to pursue my passion. What I am
today is entirely due to his encouragement in my
growing up years. I will always remain indebted to
Mr Mitra,” she says.
Teacher Sculptor
Latika’s career in teaching began in 1980 as a
lecturer at the Benaras Hindu University. Five years
later, she joined Jamia Millia Islamia University,
New Delhi as a reader. In 1992, she was promoted
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as professor and head of department of sculpture
in the faculty of fine arts and art education.
“The Doon School years were some of my best.
Being the children of a popular master, my brother
Sudhir and I enjoyed some leeway. We lived in
a beautiful Victorian bungalow called Chestnut
House, and enjoyed the run of the entire campus.
Headmaster John Martyn was generous and kind
to a fault. He and my father shared many common
interests including trekking; they would trek from
Tehri to Mussoorie. They together also planned
the landscaping of the entire school campus,”
she recalls.
“That childhood experience was later to turn into
a passion and a profession. It was somewhat
unfortunate that we girls were not encouraged
in the school to take part in sports. We learnt
swimming and diving during the summer vacation
with children of other teaching staff. The school
authorities did not then deem it proper to exploit
the latent sporting talent among girls. It was
later that Mr Hensman’s daughter Indu on her
own initiative became involved in hockey and
was appointed the captain of the boys’ team.
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Then, if as with a vengeance, I became an active
participant in sports at Banaras Hindu University
and won medals in racing. However, it was at MS
University that I practiced shooting on my own
initiative,” she says with a mixed sense of sadness
and achievement.
A Date with Indira
“Mrs Gandhi liked immensely the portrait that I
had done of the famous painter Prof NS Bendre.
She also liked my bust of Jawaharlal Nehru. She
encouraged me a good deal. She then asked me
to do her bust as well. But that was not to be.
Destiny had something different in store. She was
supposed to model for me on November 2nd but
as luck would have it, she was assassinated just
two days before her date with me.”
Over the years, though Latika has successfully
delivered scores of statues and busts, a 20-feet
tall statue of Indira Gandhi in bronze still lies
undelivered. The Andhra Pradesh government had
commissioned her to do the statue. She did the job
as commissioned and spent on it a lot of her own
money. The Andhra Pradesh chief minister, who
had commissioned the statute, unfortunately died
in an air crash. The statue is now lying in storage
at the BHU campus. “BHU is doing a favour to me
by keeping it there. It is very embarrassing for me.
Worse, Uttarakhand chief minister Harish Rawat
has also promised to purchase the statue but the
promise just remains a promise. The Congress
party owes it to its legacy to take the delivery of
Indira Gandhi’s statue,” she says ruefully.
In her professional career span of over 40
years, Latika organized and conducted over
two dozen artists’ camps in various parts of the
country. Additionally, she had also been invited
to participate at an international Sculpture
Symposium in Yugoslavia as also another
International Artists’ Workshop in the Lakeside
Studio in Michigan, USA. “Artists’ workshops

occupy a very high place in my scheme of things.
I am setting up a permanent workshop and
studio in my home in village Makret that lies five
kilometers beyond Rajpur, Dehradun. I already
have a large foundry and studio in Varanasi.”
“Today’s young aspiring sculptors desire quick
results. They, however, need to be told that there
are no shortcuts or soft options in this profession.
It is both physically and mentally a tough job. I
have now been in this profession for more than 40
years. Age is just a number for me and with God’s
blessings, I have many more productive years. It
is my dream to widely spread the art of sculpting,”
she concludes with a wave of finality.

Dosco Doyen
Pratibha Narang nee Malhotra’s
journey in Microbiology
Raj Kanwar
Dosco alumna, Pratibha Narang née Malhotra
is today one of the most recognized and lauded
medical microbiologists in the country. After
graduating from Lady Hardinge Medical College,
New Delhi in 1969, Pratibha’s career graph
continued on an upward trajectory in the following
25 years.
Pratibha began her career in 1973 as a lecturer
in Microbiology at the Mahatma Gandhi Institute
of Medical Sciences (MGIMS) at Sevagram,
Maharashtra. MGIMS was the first rural medical
college founded in 1969 by Dr Sushila Nayar. Its
objective was to give shape Mahatma Gandhi’s
preaching. The institute today stands as a living
embodiment of Gandhi’s philosophy.
It was perhaps destiny that brought Pratibha to
Sevagram. After completing his senior residency
at AIIMS, New Delhi, her surgeon-husband
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Ravinder Narang was looking for a job when he
was cajoled by his old surgery professor into
joining the Sevagram Institute for a year or so just
to help him develop the department of surgery.
The founder Dr Sushila Nayar was an epitome
of dedication, simplicity and integrity; she then
worked with absolute devotion to fulfil Gandhi’s
dream of making available affordable healthcare
to the rural poor. Her sheer devotion simply
overwhelmed the young Narang couple. As a
result, Ravinder and Pratibha continued to stay on
at Sevagram until they became an inalienable part
of that Gandhian milieu.
In Mahatma Gandhi’s Sevagram
The college needed a stimulating academic
ambience and Pratibha nurtured the new
department of microbiology. She focused her
research on tuberculosis and worked on several
field-based research projects sponsored by the
Indian Council of Medical Research and the
Central TB division of GOI and with WHO and
other foreign agencies. Her research report on
epidemiology of pulmonary tuberculosis both in
tribal and non-tribal populations and the efficacy
of short-term intermittent chemotherapy under
field conditions had won her international acclaim.
It would not be an exaggeration to say that her
pioneering work in public health established
several national and international landmarks in the
field of microbiology. She has published more than

Anjana Gupta, Sheel Sharma, Amita Kapoor, Dr Bhatt,
Sushma Sharma, Alok Chandola and Pratibha Malhotra
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116 papers nationally and internationally, besides
delivering over 55 guest lectures at various
academic fora.

Being awarded the Medical Council of India Dr BC Roy award
for most eminent medical teacher by the late President of
India, Dr APJ Abdul Kalam

Awards
Over the years, many national and international
awards have come her way. The most
professionally significant was the Dr BC Roy
National Award for Eminent Medical Teacher
2002. No wonder then that generations of medical
students have consistently hailed her as an
articulate, diligent and intelligent teacher.
Dean Narang
“When I became the Dean of Mahatma Gandhi
Institute of Medical Sciences (MGIMS) I was
somewhat uneasy about shouldering such a
huge responsibility, and I still remember my father
inter-alia telling me, ‘so long as I do not favour
any one, I need not worry’, and for the following
12 years during which I held various positions in
the administration, those words of wisdom had
remained my guiding force.”
The Doon School Milieu
It was, however, altogether a different milieu at the
Doon School where her father OP Malhotra taught
mathematics with a rare dedication. Pratibha has
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many fond memories of her childhood days at the
Doon School campus. Recalling her growing up
years, Pratibha says, “People have often asked me
whether I felt an odd one out being the only girl in
the class of 24 boys and I have always responded
‘not at all’. To the others this may seem odd but
for me and, I am sure even for the other girls in
school, it was quite normal because it was taken
as a tradition. Right from childhood we were
sensitized to the fact that we were going to be a
part of that ambience. Moreover, we were brought
up observing girls senior to us, following the
same path.”
Pratibha says without any hesitation that whatever
she has achieved today is due entirely to those
formative years in the school that helped mould
her persona and left many indelible impressions
on her mind. Talking about her teachers, Pratibha
says, “We had some excellent teachers who
served the school with utmost dedication and
integrity. They were open, fair and magnanimous
in their attitude. The teachers do not have to
teach all these qualities, the students just watch
the practice and automatically imbibe. I ended up
winning School Colours and marks with distinction
in Sc form.”
She is frank when she talks about friendships with
boys. “Our era of 1960s was an era of conservative
thoughts and chatting openly with the boys
generally did not go well either with the parents
or the teachers. I know the same community was
much more liberal when my sisters were in the
school, almost 10 years later.”
“In class, it was quite normal to have in my row an
unoccupied desk by my side. I am sure reading
this today will bring some memories and smiles
back to many of my classmates. However, by the
time we reached the senior classes the inhibition
gave way to more cordiality and friendship and
today I am in touch with many through mail and

other media. All in all, I feel that all of us who
studied in the School must consider ourselves
extremely fortunate and be grateful to the God
almighty for giving us the opportunity,” she adds.

My Doon School
Experience
Vibha Malhotra Chadha
512 T, 1979

Growing up as one of the nine girls in a school
filled with 500 boys was a unique experience. OP
Malhotra, my father (housemaster Tata B, and
head of maths), was well-respected among the
faculty and I felt as if each teacher was another
father-figure to me. The Tata house motto, “True
as Steel” and my dad’s altruistic teachings were
two forces that helped mould me into the positive
person that I am today.
Being a master’s daughter on campus was
certainly a privilege. Sharing a dining table with the
daughters of other faculty members in the Central
Dining Hall, brought us girls closer. At first I felt
isolated from my male classmates in the junior
forms, but from A-form onwards, the boys from
my batch became friendlier and more courteous.
They not only turned into gentleman, but also
lifelong friends.
My days were always filled with exciting activities,
whether it was completing projects on leaves
and flowers, bird watching, or occasionally
trying my luck at sports. If I played table tennis
and badminton in H-house or T-house, I was
encouraged and appreciated by my classmates for
showing interest in more than just homework.
I loved the smell of rain on the earth and the
fragrances of seasonal flowers that were planted
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by the gardeners at home and on school campus.
The wide variety of roses and hydrangeas
enhanced the perennial botanical gardens on
campus with the occasional sounds of cuckoo
birds making their presence felt. The bamboo and
eucalyptus trees aligned to mark the entrance
through the tall, wide iron gates of Chandbagh that
made school seem like a wonderland!
It was fun when occasionally Vidhu Kunzru
(daughter of Tata-A housemaster and head of
biology) and I would take part in athletics for the
District Sports. Vidhu and I participated in running
and long jump for two consecutive years and
enjoyed the spirit of competition, without getting
any winning positions. Going to the Art School
every Saturday for three hours was a ritual for me.
I learnt to colour white fabrics with batik and tie
and dye work in the Craft Section. I also learned to
make leather wallets and purses from Mrs Ratna
Mitra. I would regularly see Rahul Kohli, Asad
Nizam, Tarun Tahiliani and the late Rohit Khosla
diligently making paintings and models of women.
I particularly enjoyed being part of the school choir,
learning to play the sitar, and singing Hindustani
classical music with Mr Deshpande. It was fun
to go on short trips with other boys and girls to
Wyne Berg Allen School in Mussoorie for choir
singing competitions.
Personally, Daddy OPM as I called him, was quite
a figure of authority at home and at School. He
instilled high moral values of simple living and high
thinking in everyone around him - in Tata House and
School, and was known to be fair to all students
when writing their end-of-term school reports. Back
in the 1960s, OPM led the boys NCC camps to
march with pride in front of the Founder’s Day Chief
Guest, the King of Jordan. He also went to Eton to
teach Mathematics on an exchange programme for
a year where his articles on India’s leading public
school, The Doon School, were printed in 'The
Illustrated' - a London Newspaper. Today, OPM is
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remembered for the maths books he has written
that are used from grade one through twelve.
Having the 10 +2 - highest secondary system
in India accept his books as part of the syllabus
was a great feather in his cap. He also started
providing free homeopathic treatment for all,
whether they were on or off campus. This gave him
tremendous satisfaction as he believed the healing
powers in his treatment multiplied due to the free
service he provided.
He always diligently corrected homework on
time and constantly made rounds to each of the
boys’ dorms in T-House. After his daily checks,
he would often bring home some confiscated
items to be kept under lock and key. At one such
instance, when I was going through dad’s closet
innocently, I found a tape recorder with Choppy
(Ranjiv Chopra), late Bull Surd (Gurpreet Singh)
and Matthu (Mahesh Mansukhani) imitating OPM
saying “Mitha, Mitha dudh piyo” and addressing
him by his pet name “Mullo”. I immediately called
Kavita Sinha and my younger sister Prabha and
the three of us had a good laugh listening to the
hilarious tape. Fortunately for us, dad never found
out we had invaded his privacy.

Mr OP Malhotra escorts the Founder’s Day Chief Guest, the
King of Jordan on a Guard of Honour given by the boys in
the NCC camps

In geography class with Jugjiv (our present batch
representative), I remember Mr Gurdial Singh
(who had climbed Mt Everest and was known
as “Guru”) pointing to the USA and saying in his
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special accent, ”WELL CALI...FOR..NIA is the most
BEAUTI...FUL valley in the world.” “Who cares?”
I thought, not knowing that California would
become my home after marriage in November
1983, till this day.

My first Play in School was ‘Thark’ with Kanti
Bajpai, Himani Bhatt and Vinit Khanna. I had a
small part as the maid in the city of Bath and Vinit
was the butler! I remember acting in the School
Play Charlie’s Aunt, directed by our English teacher,
Mr AN Dar with late Rohit Khosla and Kavita Sinha
(daughter of a Dosco, the then Bursar Major (retd.)
Vikram Sinha.) Rohit was fun to work with as he
used to mimic Bollywood actors, Rishi Kapoor and
Neetu Singh in their film ‘Khel Mein’ by singing
“Chuk, chuk, chuk, chuk, Bombay se Baroda tak,
dil kare dhak dhak hum…...ere hum….) and left
everyone in fits of laughter during play practice. He
had successfully played the role of Charlie’s Aunt
wearing a lady’s wraparound throughout the play.

Vibha with her father Mr OP Malhotra

In my final year, I realized that I would no longer
be studying with my fellow batchmates. I became
emotional listening to the Carpenters’ records
repeatedly! I had bloomed from a sixth grader to
a young and confident adolescent. I personally
think I accomplished more than I could have in an
all-girls’ school. Dad was supportive in whatever
career I wanted to pursue and between pursuing
further studies in drama, becoming an air hostess
and working in a chain of Welcome Group Hotels,
I chose the latter. I worked as a banquet sales
executive for two years before getting married
and becoming a wholesaler for Ayurvedic beauty
products for Shahnaz Husain in the US.

Maths class with Bond (SK Vohra) used to be
interesting with Rajiv Singh Hooda, Shruti, Raven,
Pavan Sher Singh and GT when Bond would say,
pointing to one of the boys, “My friend...are you in
or out? Physically, I know you are in but mentally
you are counting the leaves of the tree outside.”
Once a year, approaching Founder’s Day in
October, we would start preparing for the threeact school play. After Himani Bhat (three years
my senior), a gifted actress in all school plays,
passed out of School, I was made the heroine of
every school play. The play practices would mostly
be after dinner during toye time in the School
Hall and I would return home late, sometimes
after 11pm. Strangely, dad would not worry as
he knew I was in the headmaster's hands. As per
his instructions, I would always be chaperoned
by a group of boys who would willingly walk
me home. We all felt part of a close-knit family
thanks to the warmth and perfect direction of the
Simeons. So all of us would actually miss being
together once Founder’s was over. We also missed
the attention from the thundering applause that
followed each performance.

Being a minority in The Doon School was by no
means a disadvantage as those who wanted to
excel did so without any hang ups whatsoever.
However, when asked if The Doon School should
be converted to a co-ed school, my answer is
no. With few girls on campus, the boys knew
exactly where to draw the line, which perhaps
would not be so if more girls had their hostel on
the premises. I am of the opinion that the co-ed
situation might invite unnecessary trouble on
campus. A few notable women excelled after
School including Himani Bhatt and my two sisters,
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Dr Pratibha Malhotra Narang and Prabha Sethy.
Himani has played the comic relief role in many
notable Hindi movies. Pratibha received the BCR
award in 2002, which is the highest national award
in the field of medicine. My younger sister Prabha
has successfully written maths books from grade
one to grade five as per the request of the English
Publisher, Harper Collins. With the success of
these books, they want her to write for higher
grades as well.
I feel so much gratitude towards our school that
was inspired by the ideals of selflessness over
privilege, wealth or status.

A Dosco mother,
A Dosco wife
Geetanjalei Singh

mother of Jayadityavir Singh (300 J, 2017) and
wife of Jaswinder Singh Bull (344 J, 1986)
My association with The Doon School started
in 1988, when I joined St Stephens College in
Delhi. My batchmates included many Doscos,
but among them were my good friends Vikram
Malhotra (Malho), Jyotiraditya Scindia, Ashwin
Ranganathan, Pragyat Singh and Aditya Narain
Singh (Rocky 2).
My first day at St Stephens was historic.
Ragging was on and I was married off to Vikram
Malhotra. Ravi Mehta, another Dosco, played
the part of the pundit, while my friend Deborah
Malik (Debbie) was the holy fire. Little did I know,
that being ragged in this way, where a Dosco
played my fake husband, would actually lead to
me marrying one. This reality of my life, getting
married to Jaswinder Singh ‘Bull’, was the first,
and strongest, link which made me part of the
Dosco community.
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His being
called ‘Bull’ by
Doscos made
me wonder,
“Hell! Are my
friends going
to laugh at
me and ask,
“Geetu, are
you marrying
a Bull?” But
life has it all
planned and
destiny plays
the biggest
part. Bull and
I got engaged
in my second
year of college. A proud mother is overjoyed to see her
son on Founder's Day
And yes,
like a true,
determined Dosco, we were engaged before it
actually happened, as he had announced it to
the Dosco community “She is the one I’m getting
engaged to, and will marry.” There were Doscos
who would salute me in my college St Stephens,
make way for me to pass and some even look the
other way, as I was ‘Bull Surd’s’ fiancé.
It didn’t end there. My son was born and when the
doctor came out with the baby and asked for the
father, the father was missing. Bull Surd had gone
to make a call to his batchmate’s father in Dehradun
to request him to submit registration papers for
our son, already prepared, at Doon. My son was
registered on the day he was born. So, there was the
father, most excited at having a son, only to make
sure that one day his son too would be a Dosco.
My association became stronger when my son
joined Doon as a fat, podgy boy of eleven and a
half. He was a mama’s boy and it took me two
years to make sure he stayed on at Doon, only
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because the father would have been heart-broken
if his son didn’t pass out from his alma mater.
My journeys on trains and flights, back and
forth from Doon, are immeasurable. I have seen
my son turn into a responsible and determined
boy, six feet tall. From this came another role I
had to play, becoming ‘first lady’ to the DSOBS
community as Bull became Vice-President and
then President of DSOBS.
The journey has been long, with many ups and
downs, including being caught off-guard with tuck
by none other than the Chairman, Gautam Thapar.
He tried his best to get out of me how moms
managed to sneak tuck in despite the security
measures in place. Getting an earful from him
made my resolve even stronger - to still do what I
needed to as a mother, which is hide the tuck for
my son, and his friends.
My son will graduate from Doon this year, and
it will be time for me to bid adieu to Doon - as
a mother; no longer the mother who was so
apprehensive to send her son to school, but a
mother who will tell every mother to send their
sons to The Doon School. I have only one thing to
say to School – ‘Three Cheers!’
The only regret I have is that my son was awarded
the Headmaster’s Cup and I could not make it
because of an unforeseen problem at Dehradun
airport. The flight couldn’t land. But it was
something God had decided in advance, as many
parents couldn’t make it. Even the Chairman could
not give his speech. I guess this will be a regret
always, but like a Dosco wife and a true Dosco
mother, I too am learning the famous line I hear from
all Doscos – “Somewhere down the line it helps in
character building and everything is not fair in life.”
Finally, I should tell everyone that, being a Dosco wife
and mother, sanity went flying out the window many

moons ago. My advice to Dosco moms, wives and
girlfriends (take my advice very seriously), would be
this – “If you can’t beat them, join them.”
C’est La Vie.

Girl on Campus
Jyoti Burrett
I came to The Doon School as a four-day old baby
on account of both my parents being teachers
there (Mr and Mrs Phillip Burrett). From then to
the day I finally had to leave for college in Delhi, at
the age of 17, Doon has been my home, and I can
honestly say, there is no place like it. For a child
growing up, Doon was like a wonderland. There
were open spaces, roads without traffic, trees to
climb and just so much to explore! No wonder I
pretended to be Robin Hood in Sherwood forest
half the time. Some of my fondest memories
would be going to watch my dad play football
or hockey in the
hexangular matches
and cheering from
the side-lines with
my mum, carving
initials on trees with
my brother Justin,
playing hide and
seek in the khud
behind the Rose
Bowl and taking
my dogs for a walk
without a leash
and watching their
ears fly as they ran
Adept soccer skills
about free.
Being a master’s daughter was always wonderful.
Everyone felt like family. The boys were always
so friendly and looked after me like a little sister.
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I knew almost all the boys by name. It was like
having 500 friends! I felt like the most popular
girl in the world. A lot of people ask me, what was
it like being a girl on an all-boys’ campus, and I
say, I absolutely loved it. Boys are so much fun.
No wonder I'll always be a tomboy. Everything
was always done with the boys. From trekking
to cricket to football to athletics, the boys were
always the benchmark. A high benchmark, but an
inspiring benchmark. For when I needed a break
from the boys, I would go and play with my girl
gang comprising of the other masters’ daughters.
So, it was really the best of both worlds.

back to the times spent sprinting across the main
field trying to trap a ball I had lobbed for myself,
from one end of the field to the other. When I'm not
playing football, I work as a professional personal
trainer, again in the fitness line.
For anyone growing up at Doon or studying there,
I can only say, you have the best opportunity to
excel; not necessarily in sport, but in any sphere.
When I think of Doon, I think of possibility; the
possibility to be inspired by so much around you,
and the possibility of making that inspiration your
forte. I would wish any child, not just my own,
could have even half the childhood I experienced
growing up on campus. Doon was, is and always
will be my idea of paradise.

Minoo Varma - Dosco
Mom and Teacher
Umung Varma
508 H, 1999

With brother Justin, and dad Phillip in the background

Sport was always huge for me. I witnessed almost
all the major inter-house sports events growing
up. I would also see the delight in my dad’s eyes
when he would come home after lunch and get to
change into his shorts and t-shirt for the evening
games session. It was the highlight of his day and
soon became the highlight of mine too. I got to play
everything at Doon. By the end, I narrowed down
to hockey, football, athletics and boxing so when
I began going to school at Welham Girls’, I stood
out because I played and ran like a boy. Since then,
sport has always been something I have excelled
at, which gives me immense joy. As a profession,
it's a dream. I never thought I would ever play
football for the country, but every time I do, I think
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My mom, Minoo Varma (MDV) taught computer
science in school from August 1993 to June
1997. She passed away the night before
Teacher’s Day in 2012, about half an hour after
Mrs Vaishnav (BVS’s wife) had dropped in for a
visit. She was at home on Chandbagh campus
when she died, since this was during a time
when I had returned to school to teach some of
her old classes. After she left school in 1997, we
went back to the States, where she taught over
the next ten years, first for a couple of years in
Boston and later in California. She also built a
house in Dehradun in 2002, and she moved there
permanently in 2007 to retire. When she fell ill
in 2011, we sold the house and moved her to
Gurgaon for treatment. We stopped her treatment
in 2012, and I moved from San Francisco to
Dehradun to teach at School so she could spend
her last few months at Chandbagh.
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Square Peg
Avinash Thadani
424 O, 1999

It is because of Minoo Varma that we had some
computer literacy in school. A lot of us got our
start in technology because of her. The best part
about her was not that she got us completely
comfortable with technology - something everyone
should have been doing in 1995 - rather she
inspired us to think, to question and to step beyond
our comfort zone. She taught us to not follow.
What I remember most of her, is that she respected
us as individuals, and treated each of us with
respect. She caught us playing computer games
quite often in the lab. While it was not allowed, she
always looked the other way, because I think she
felt it made us more comfortable with software.
And it did. Guys like Vikram Rangnekar went on to
work for LinkedIn and he too started on computers
with her. We had a teacher that danced to her own
beat and worked hard to passionately not conform,
in an institution that had a lot of it around.

Sneakers and Salwars
Pavan Vaish
372 K, 1986

I graduated from Doon, finished my engineering
from IIT Kharagpur and then MS from Stanford. I
came back and taught Physics (taking over CKD’s
classes) in 1993. Minoo
was a colleague at
that time. Having just
returned from the US,
I was a bit of a novelty
in School. Very soon I
found a kindred soul
in Minoo since she too
had spent time in the
US before joining Doon
as a computer teacher.

Minoo was one
of the very few
lady teachers
in School
and certainly
the only one
running a full
class load. I
remember her
as being very
affectionate
and being very sporting even though the boys
would pull her leg all the time. As I close my eyes,
I can still recollect Minoo walking across the main
field in her salwar kameez wearing her Nike shoes.
I remember her confident strut, her enjoying the
fresh Chandbagh air and always smiling. Minoo’s
son, Umung, was a young boy in D form and I had
the opportunity to be his Physics teacher. Many
years later, I was delighted that Umung (now UDV)
was teaching physics in School following in the
footsteps of Minoo. She always had a special bond
with School and it is probably for this reason that
when she knew she was terminally ill, she wanted
to stay with Umung on campus and enjoy the
lovely surroundings. She will always have a special
place in my heart - the ever smiling, sneaker clad
computer teacher!

B Plus
Arjun Raychaudhuri
381 K, 1999

Minoo Varma once returned a paper to me in
A-form with a grade that looked like a poorly
scrawled B+. It took me a while to figure out that
she had written ‘BS’. MDV was a wonderfully
straight-talking mentor who blended humour
with honesty. This naturally led to interesting
frictions and sometimes fireworks in the gendered
environment of an all-boys school, but the School
and her students were bettered by her presence.
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The Tough Get Going
Aparajita Biala
397 K, 1999

I look back to my years at The Doon School with
mixed emotions. The Chandbagh campus has been
my home. We moved to the Doon School when I
was a year old. It was a gorgeous childhood, one I
will forever be grateful for. I grew up with the entire
school as my playground, rabbits in the backyard,
chasing fireflies on balmy summer evenings,
stealing plums off trees in the headmaster’s back
garden and if we got lucky a rare sighting of a deer.
It was easy to believe in elves and fairies when you
grew up on the Doon campus. Most childhoods are
meant to be like this.

Being awarded at Special Assembly by HM John Mason (1998)

When the time came, I chose to go to the Doon
school versus Welham Girls as master’s daughters
were given those choices. My time at the Doon
school however was marked by an underlined
sense of loneliness. I recall early days when one
of my batch mates tried to speak to me, it was
something as non-descript as “Can I borrow a
pen?” After that no one let him forget that incident
for speaking to a girl. I’d usually be the only one
sitting in the entire row in classes. Like a floating
island drifting from one class to another, the days
passed by. Friendships didn’t come by easily
either. In fact, it was only towards the end of
school that I made some friends. There was an
unbearable sense of being watched all the time
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and yet being invisible. I did then what most kids
would do when it felt like life wasn’t working. I tried
to care less about what I had. I became immune
to petty cares, sitting alone on an entire bench in
classrooms, name-calling, the betting, heartbreaks
and disappointments. In the initial years there was
a constant sense of isolation, an unease of not
belonging here and desperate attempts to bridge
the gap with the external world. Loneliness was
a source of shame for me, but I carried it like I
owned it. The not caring was all untrue, of course.
I needed the attention and love more than ever. My
dramatic and rather romantic metaphor was that I
would try to conceal this fact.
Perhaps that is why my time studying at the
Doon School comes with its mixed emotions. My
everyday was split between two very different
worlds. However, both polar opposites kept me
alive - love from home kept me grounded and
secure while the loneliness pushed me to find
my expression. This part of my life still feels like
a blur. Like I’m staring out of the window of a
moving train and places keep rushing by, until it
slows down at the stations. For me those pauses
are the boys I dated, the humiliation of early and
frequent heartbreaks, acclamations for playing the
sitar, the mountaineering expeditions, mid-terms,
declamations, poetry recitations and the plays.
In Sc form, I was appointed music captain,
received school colours for mountaineering and
for music, house colours. I won the best musician
award in all my years at school. I won inter-school
as well as inter-house poetry recitation and
declamation contests, and essay competitions.
I got all three badges for Duke Of Edinburgh
Awards. I received art awards and participated in
Hindi and English plays. I climbed Kedar Dome
(22,410 ft) and Island Peak (20,100 ft) with my
father. This was my expression. But the paradox of
it all was the reaction from peers. “Oh but she is a
girl, a master’s daughter.” The awards never quite
felt like my own.
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So what good did it do me? My education wasn’t
by the book, but it was exactly what an education
is meant to be. I learnt valuable life lessons no
other experience or school could have taught me –
bringing me to a point to make my own choices and
take responsibility for them. For being prepared for
life, work and citizenship in the real world.
Loneliness, became
a choice with time. In
those years, I turned
to putting it all down
in a journal. That was
my expression. As
was playing the sitar
and trekking. And so
loneliness became a
facilitator, an invitation
of sorts to a deeper,
calmer place inside,
a step into solitude.
Having that special
Dad and me, Island Peak
place inside of me,
expedition (1998)
allowed me to leave
the outside, material world. The world that tells you
what you are supposed to be, do and have in order
to be accepted. Solitude brought that inner strength
to me, instead of clinging to others in a hunger for
connection; it created a safe distance to welcome
others in. When the dependencies on the external
world for one’s own validation and happiness
are removed, fear ceases to exist in any way.
Connections are built for the purity and appreciation
for that one person and awards cease to matter as
much as the process of getting there, and so my
fondest memories from school remain – to be able
to witness the break of dawn on June 7th, 1998 while
we were on the summit march to Imjatse (20,100
ft). That was pure magic – as the dawn started to
smile, warm droplets of the orange sun gently woke
up the white clouds settled comfortably for the night
in the valley below us and the first drop of sunlight
painted the top of Amadablam an incandescent

orange. Or the luminous moonlight on the neverending whiteness at the Kedar Dome (22,410 ft) base
camp in the summer of 1997. To be on top of these
mountains after the long, summit climbs hoisting the
India and The Doon School flag, alongside my father.
Mid-term at Pajaingaon, Gulab Singh’s village, spent
in rebuilding the village and distributing medicine
to those in need, child education evenings at the
main building. Ragjazzmala production practices
at the Rose Bowl that would go into late nights
as Mr Gursharan Singh would create impromptu
compositions. English literature sessions with Mr
Mason and his mentorship for the play “Putting
Out Fires”, performed at The British Council,
Calcutta. Classroom discussions with my father on
“Jwalamukhi ke Phool” on Chanakya’s philosophy.

The editorial boards of Arpan and Prayas (1998)

My memories of school have been different, but no
less. I found comfort and acceptance in just being.
Any gender rules were left far behind prepping me
for a life without boundaries whether that was in
the work sphere, travelling solo, backpacking, living
on my own, sky diving, adventure activities or
being there for those in need. Essentially, striving
to be the best version of me - my education
and family have taught me to be strong without
losing the essential human values of empathy
and vulnerability. I suppose that is the point
of education and what we prayed for during
assembly times, “Where the mind is without fear…”
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Those 'Other' Women
What special issue of the Rose Bowl that focuses
on women at Chandbagh could hope to be complete
without respects paid to our steadfastly irreverent
and salwar-kameez clad 'sisters' from Municipal
Road, Dalanwala. The monastic order of Dosco circa
1975 is given a most anthropological chiding of
Attenborough-esque proportions in this once-cryptic
report from a social. Sanjeev Rai Puri or Baba (208 K,
1975) sent this to me last year with a note.
"Dear Govind, I came across this issue amongst my
papers of the Welham Girls School newsletter with an
article about our social. This is for the archives and I
wonder if you find it interesting enough to include in
the Rose Bowl at some time."
To think that a Dosco could bookend an issue with
sadness as well as humour is quite the magic trick.
But as far as Doscos go, our penchant for a good story,
well-told, is not unheard of.
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News from the
DSOBS Secretariat
Ashutosh Goyal

392 K, 1986, Joint Secretary, DSOBS
Dear Old Boys,
Your Secretariat continues to buzz with activity!
The month of February started with a bang! The
first ever meeting of the Presidents of Alumni
Associations of 14 Public Schools of India was
hosted at our Secretariat on February 1st. Untiring
efforts of President Jaswinder Singh Bull made
the event possible. Presidents (or their designated
nominees) of alumni associations of : Welham
Girls School and Welham Boys’ School, Dehra
Dun, The Lawrence School, Sanawar and The
Lawrence School, Lovedale, Mayo College and
Mayo College Girls’ School, Ajmer, Daly College,
Indore, The Scindia School, Gwalior, Bishop
Cotton School, Simla, St Paul’s School, Darjeeling,

All the reps in attendance

Sherwood College, Nainital, The Shriram School
and Vasant Valley School, New Delhi and of course
The Doon School, Dehradun - all came together
on a common platform for the first time ever! All

the visiting delegates were thoroughly impressed
with the Secretariat, the facilities available therein
and the structure, functioning and initiatives of
the DSOBS. Please read a more detailed report on
this engagement in a separate article dedicated
to this Event.
The Memorabilia Sub-Committee continues to be
very active. Tarun Tahiliani (734 T, 1980) has kindly
consented to come on board to guide and advise
the sub-committee in its efforts to overhaul our
memorabilia offerings. Tarun hosted a meeting at
his residence on February 2nd. It was attended by
President Jaswinder Singh Bull, Ashutosh Goyal
(joint secretary), Sameer Mehra (133 T, 1990) and
representatives of Consortium Gifts and Pezalli
(specialists in bespoke tailoring). Chairman of the
Board of Governors, Gautam Thapar (200 T, 1979)
has been taking a keen interest in the memorabilia
offerings of the DSOBS. He was instrumental in
roping in Tarun Tahiliani.
A meeting was held in Thapar House on February
8th. The Chairman consented to the demand to
re-introduce the harlequin (grey and blue) games
shirt in the school uniform. This should happen
as soon as all the modalities, like the appropriate
shades of grey and blue, logistics and other related
issues are resolved. The DSOBS has been using
the harlequin tee shirts for inter-school alumni
matches. The Chairman informed us that a room
has been earmarked in the Kilachand Library for
setting up The DSOBS Memorabilia Store. We are
eagerly waiting for the formal handover of the
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premises to us. It should take just a couple or
months or so, after we get possession, to get the
store in operation.
The enthusiastic bunch of Class of 1992, led by
their Class Rep Abhinandan Sekhri (362 O, 1992)
met up at the Secretariat on February 8th, to
discuss the programme for their silver jubilee
celebrations at Founder’s Day this year. On that
note, please start making your plans for Founder’s.
You wouldn’t want to miss this one!
A visit to the John Martyn School

The Delhi Langar Seva Society had their General
Body Meeting at the Secretariat on February 11th.
The Annual School versus Pilibhit Cricket Match
was held in the School on February 19th. Several
nail-biting moments lead to the match ending in a
tie! This annual fixture has been on for more than
50 years! As is tradition, the match was followed
by a dinner where the Pilibhit family’s gracious
hospitality shone, as always.
March 4th was a special day for the DSOBS.
President Jaswinder Singh Bull was invited by the
headmaster to conduct a ‘Special Assembly’ at the
School. The President gave a very nostalgic speech.

The DSOBS President conducts the Special Assembly

After assembly the President, Vice President,
Ashutosh Goyal, Donny Singh, Samir Dhingra
and Rishabh Sharma visited the John Martyn
Memorial School. The warm reception by the
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Managing Committee of the School was followed
by a cultural programme, put together by the tinytots of the school. Everyone was unanimous in
their praise for the great foundation being given
to the village children at the school. To put the
record straight, 7 boys of this school have qualified
on merit in the entrance examination to the Doon
School over the past six years. The first of the lot,
Rahul Das, graduates this year. He was proudly
given the Old Boys’ tie at the induction ceremony.
The eighth boy will join the School in April, in D
Form. The John Martyn Memorial School is a
primary co-educational school (up to Class V),
set in the foothills below Mussoorie, entirely for
children of very poor families from the villages
around. It has about 200 children. It has been built
and runs entirely on funds received as charity,
primarily courtesy generous donations from
Doscos and other philanthropists. These poor
village children are given a very strong educational
foundation, good enough for them to be able
to gain admission into any good school of the
Doon Valley, including Doon! They not only help
in getting admissions for their children, but also
pay for their education. They continue to monitor
the progress of these children right through
to Class 12.
The enlightening trip to the John Martyn Memorial
School was followed up with the traditional
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‘Induction Ceremony’ of Sc Leavers. The event
was conducted at the Art and Media Centre where
92 young boys, henceforth the ‘Class of 2017’
were inducted into the DSOBS. The boys were
briefed about the DSOBS, it’s areas of activity,
how they can leverage the strengths of the
society and their duties as Doscos in the wider
world. It was a very proud moment for Jaswinder
Singh Bull, Donny Singh and Kovid Ahuja to
induct their respective sons and Ashutosh Goyal
to induct his grand-nephew into the DSOBS. The
batch elected Rishabh Agarwal as the class rep
for the Class of 2017.
The day was not over yet. The DSOBS contingent
was invited to attend the Special Assembly
and Annual Prize Distribution at the Rose Bowl.
This was followed by a dinner hosted by the
headmaster, for the parents of Sc leavers and
other guests.

Himmat Rana's (464 J, 1993) sons help him receive the Inter
House Cricket Trophy from Gursharan Singh (219 H, 1968)

The annual inter-house cricket tournament was
played at the Central Secretariat grounds on
Saturday, March 18th. The fun-filled day saw
some great cricket and friendly banter. Traditional
rivalries came to the fore. It was Jaipur House’s
day. They upstaged long-reigning champs Tata
to lift the DSOBS Sheel Vohra Inter-House Cricket
trophy. Mr Gursharan Singh (219 H, 1968),
erstwhile master-in-charge of cricket, was the
chief guest.

Welham Girls alumni brought the house down at their AGM
held at the DSOBS Secretariat

On March 25th, the Welham Girls’ Alumni
Association held their AGM at the Secretariat. They
celebrate the Diamond Jubilee of their School
this year. They graciously gifted a copy of I Have
Wings, a coffee table book that was launched
in 2007 at the Golden Jubilee of their school, to
the Secretariat.
The Shomie Das Friendship Cup (an annual cricket
tournament played between the alumni of The
Doon School, Mayo College and Sanawar) was
played in Mumbai from March 30th-April 2nd. This
year a fourth team, Mumbai Heroes, comprising
of Bollywood stars, also played the tournament.
Mayo College won the Cup, pipping Sanawar and
Mumbai Heroes on net run rate.
The Annual DSOBS Inter-House Hockey
Tournament was played at the National Stadium
on April 2nd. Jaipur House won the trophy for
the eighth time, beating Oberoi House by two
goals to one.

The Dosco Record
Don't forget to fill the Dosco Record Form
and submit via email or post back to the
DSOBS Secretariat
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Meeting Of Presidents Of Alumni
Associations Of Public Schools
Ashutosh Goyal

392 K, 1986, Joint Secretary, DSOBS
The first ever Meeting of the Presidents of alumni
associations of 14 public schools of India was
hosted at our Secretariat on February 1st. The
untiring efforts of President Jaswinder Singh
Bull (344 J, 1986) and his team made this event
possible. Presidents (or their designated nominees)
from Welham Girls School and Welham Boys’
School – Dehradun, The Lawrence School Sanawar and The Lawrence School - Lovedale,
Mayo College and Mayo College Girls School Ajmer, Daly College - Indore, The Scindia School
- Gwalior, Bishop Cotton School - Simla, St. Paul’s
School - Darjeeling, Sherwood College – Nainital,
Shriram School and Vasant Valley School – New
Delhi & of course, The Doon School, all came
together on one platform for the first time ever!

d. organization of inter-school sports and other
competitions
Alumni of some of the schools are already
connected through sport. You are aware that, as of
now, there are the Alumni Cricket Bash and Shomie
Das Friendship Cup; the Gibson Golf Cup; United for
Hockey, and other such regular fixtures involving
alumni of some of the above-mentioned schools.
Doon and Welham Girls’ have also collaborated on
joint theatre productions in the past.

The principal aim of the above meeting was to

Some of the common factors that inspired the
thought process for creating a common platform
with the above institutions were thought to be:
a. similar type of education, values and ethics
b. inculcation of leadership qualities, team
building, responsible citizens and giving back to
society
c. encouraged cross-overs of teaching faculty and
heads between schools
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--

help each other’s alumni in times of need and
distress

--

guide and assist young alumni for training and
mentorship

--

come together on a single platform as a large
and united body

--

have a common pool of a shared data bank

--

give back to society and work together

The meeting started with a welcome address by
Raghuvendra (Donny) Singh (878 T, 1982) who has
spearheaded many a cricket tournament and cup
with alumni of various schools. President Jaswinder
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The Doon School
Old Boys’ Society

THE DOSCO RECORD 2017
Last Name

Correspondence
Address Line 1

First Name

Correspondence
Address Line 2

Nick Name

Correspondence
Address City

School No. & House

Correspondence
Address Pin Code

Batch (SC/ISC/IB)

Correspondence
Address State

Date of Birth
(MM/DD/YYYY)

Correspondence
Address Country

Special Honours*
(in School)

Permanent Address
Line 1
Permanent Address
Line 2

E-mail ID

Permanent Address
City

Phone - Mobile

Permanent Address
Pin Code

Phone - Work

Permanent Address
State

Phone - Home

Permanent Address
Country

Father’s Name

Child 1

Mr / Ms

Mother’s Name

Child 2

Mr / Ms

Spouse Name

Child 3

Mr / Ms

Profession**

Blood Relations
from School

Name

DOB (MM/DD/YYYY)

Name

DOB (MM/DD/YYYY)

Name

DOB (MM/DD/YYYY)

Special Honours
(after School)
Would you like to be a mentor
to young Doscos?

Yes / No

Deceased
(MM/DD/YYYY)

*Special Honours: Signiﬁcant achievement in school
**Profession: Kindly let us know your vocation (past/present) as it helps us compile a data base for our mentorship pregrammes
Kindly post the ﬁlled form in the enclosed self addressed envelope or scan this form and email it to The Doon School Old
Boys’ Society, Lower Ground Floor, C-574 Defence Colony, New Delhi 110024 (India) or secretary@dsobs.net /
ofﬁce@dsobs.net by 31 August, 2017.
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Singh Bull then welcomed all the alumni heads
to the DSOBS Secretariat. Donny and Jaswinder
proceeded to introduce each of the participants
to the other including the Collegium of Presidents,
the executive committee members and the special
invitees. Thereafter, Jaswinder went on to explain
the structure of the DSOBS from its democratic
representation system including class and regional
representation, society initiatives, modern means
of communication, fund-raising and bursaries and
external charities and relief initiatives.
The president also offered the heads the use of our
secretariat for conducting their meetings whenever
they wanted to. Taking a cue from his gracious
offer, the Welham Girls’ Alumni Association held
their AGM at the Secretariat on March 25th.
Donny Singh elaborated on the current sports
fixtures that are being held regularly between the
alumni, the latest of them being the Alumni Cricket
Bash, hosted by Scindia this year, and where Doon
won the trophy!
Thereafter the Presidents of all participating
alumni associations spoke about the structure of
their alumni associations, levels of engagement,

work done for members, their school and society
at large. There was an opinion that the frequency
of this engagement must be on a quarterly of
half-yearly basis. Abhishek ‘Boozy’ Misra (253 J,
1991) spoke of his plan to organise a conclave and
invite top luminaries from several walks of life to
participate in it. Welham Girls, who are celebrating
the Diamond Jubilee of their school, were especially
keen on this as they wanted to have a conclave as
one of the events leading up to their Founder’s Day.
Gaurav Bhagat from M/S Consortium Gifts (our
memorabilia licensee), himself a Sanawarian, gave
a presentation on the memorabilia he has created
for The DSOBS and how this vertical itself can be
a great fund-raiser for alumni associations. The
meeting came to an end with Vice President Rahul
Kohli (81 J, 1975) proposing a vote of thanks.
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